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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose 
Clinic Management System (CMS) is a management system, which specially designed for most 
of the general clinic in order to, keeps track daily clinic operation information. The main 
purpose of this research is to fulfilment of the requirement for bachelor of MIS. Besides that, 
we will get to know in detail regarding how to complete a research in the real working 
environment by following the standard methodology during development of a system such as 
prepare documentation, system development and system testing. 
Scope 
This Clinic Management System is an online system. The system covers, all the basic service 
include doctor’s maintenance service, clinic information maintenance service, patient profile 
maintenance service, patient appointment service, patient visit service, and report service. 
Methodology 
This research is implementing by using Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) which 
easy in future maintenance and to get awareness of problem, suggestion and out development 
the clinic data. The tools that use to develop this system are Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 for 
programming and Microsoft SQL server 2014 for database management. The language used is 
C#.NET and ASP.net MVC assessment criteria used: the assessment areas that this system has 
undergone are user's friendliness and it’s brings really convenience to the end user by eliminate 
all the paper work that supposed to be in a clinic. In fact, this system can absolutely managing 
clinic’s activities in an easy way by reducing the paper work and speed up the processing time 
of each activity because it is designed base on the user requirement.  
Development phases 
This research is following the DSRM phase, which include the Awareness of problem, 
Suggestion, Development, Evaluation and Conclusion. During this development phases, the 
documents that required by each phase are: system proposal, System Requirement 
Specification, System Development Diagrams (such as Use Case Diagram, Sequence Diagram 
and etc.), test plan and etc. 
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Results 
This Clinic Management System helps the clinics to manage their confidential data especially 
patient data in a very secure environment as well as enabling them to track these data at anytime 
from anywhere. Furthermore, only certain authority user could access to the confidential data 
in order to protect the patient privacy. As a result, it helps clinic daily operation goes on 
effectiveness and efficiency with the aid of the great features.  
During the development of this research, we had gained extra knowledge and experienced on 
how to develop a complete system as we are doing this research individually. Besides that, had 
learned additional knowledge about the programming language C#.NET and ASP.net MVC 
from online resources. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we offers a research background for readers, developers, auditors and everyone 
involved in software development. The chapter describe the research idea, motivation, goals, 
problem, the scope of the research and the restrictions on the development of the application. 
 
1.2. Background of the research  
Currently, the world are moving towards the computerization of most of the services and 
software systems that rooted in most aspects of human life. Information system become 
widespread in all the activities and life areas such as trade, industry, health, education and most 
aspects of daily life. Therefore, the health education and health services is a scientific and 
technological modern method, which represents one of the most important areas of modern-
day revolution. 
Here no one can deny that access to high quality information became important issue, 
especially in nowadays with large amount of information and with difficulty of obtaining 
information about doctors working in hospitals or clinics.  
Every day people goes to health clinics for treatment and diagnostic medical, in the other 
worlds, everyday there are people need to use the clinic services. But can clinic provide a faster 
and efficient services if they are still using the traditional method on their daily operation? The 
traditional method means the customers need to fill in their detail in registration form manually 
and the information will only keep in files. After the registration, the files will be place in the 
rack and this will cause problems like taking a longer time to retrieve the information, make 
mistakes during writing or misplaced the files. 
On the local Palestinian level, some medical institutions have created pages through social 
networks (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, etc.) and blogs that specialize in publishing knowledge about 
medical issues and health culture, little efforts have emerged to provide electronic health 
services system.  
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Where from which to respond to the public in an interactive way, some of them continued and 
succeeded in achieving this and got a lot of participants and observers and other some has 
betrayed time and knowledge in correct ways to disseminate information ideally in a way to 
attract people to read information and browsed. 
This research provides Clinic Management System with Notification to resolve all the current 
problems at clinic. CMS with Notification is specially designed to let the clinic doctors a high 
efficiency management tools, computerized and systematic patient’s record, and detail of 
treatment records. This system also provides appointment feature, which allow doctors’ to view 
and manage their appointments and process it by sending a notification to patients. Patients 
will receive the notification about their appointment details on via mobile phone.  
In addition, the research aims to utilize mobile learning services to facilitate education for 
students in the higher education environment. This new system will replace the current system 
that is use in clinic and surely will improve the clinic services and make their daily operation 
running smoothly. 
 
1.3. Motivation for the research 
CMS is introduce to optimize clinics operation. Because of huge changes in management 
nowadays, management for clinic is important due to the widely spread of technology.  
This system is propose for those clinics, which are still using paper-based to record down 
patient record, disease history etc. It also to manage the clinic's operation efficiently. The area 
consists of the user in clinic, which is doctor, and clinic assistant. There are no such systems in 
the clinic. The traditional paper-based management method has caused many problems to the 
user.  
 
1.4. Research Question 
 What is the mechanism of health services management and organization among users 
and providers by using the information technology? 
 How to facilitate and manage Clinical system services?  
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1.5. Research Problem Statement 
There are many challenges facing people in Palestine in general and Gaza in particular 
regarding to Clinic Management (CM) services including: the ability to access various health 
services, determine the geographical location, getting wealth information about health service 
providers, and many others. Furthermore, the currently used system is based on the traditional 
paper-based system which lead to difficulties facing various patients in the proceedings within 
the clinics services. In addition, there is a lack of integration solutions for clinics services. 
"CMS" is a new way for solving most of the health care services challenges, which in turn will 
fill the gap between services provided by clinics and patients. It will also increase the awareness 
and understanding of health care. 
 
1.6. Research Objectives 
In relationship with research, question this research aim: 
 To design the architecture used the current traditional system in clinics. 
 To develop a web-based application for CMS called (Elixir).  
 To develop a mobile application for CMS called (Elixir).  
 To promote Eco-friendly software that will reduce the usage of paper-based. 
 To evaluate a web-based application for CMS called (Elixir). 
 
1.7. Research Contributions 
The significances of this research are: 
 The research will add values to the area of medical by helping patients to communicate 
with Clinic easily. 
 Research could enhance the traditional scenarios to provide a knowledge base for CMS. 
 The research could help CMS in managing their patient’s medical records. 
 Providing a model for the management of health clinics. 
 Providing a database to help researchers in the health field. 
 Help doctors in the completion of their duties efficiently. 
 Provides patients access to medical records. 
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1.8. Research Scope, Boundaries and Limitations 
 Geographically, the research will be implemented in Gaza strip. 
 The research not support financial operations and online Payment. 
 This research is based .NET framework Programming Language. 
 This research could be implemented during the nine-month from the starting point to 
collect and analyze requirements until the implementation and achievement (the first of 
November 2014 until the first of August 2015). 
 
1.9. Research Organization 
This Study consists of six (6) chapters: 
 Chapter 1: is an introduction of the study. This introduction consists of system 
overview. Problem statement has been discussed on the problem that faced by the 
current study. As for the objectives, the reasons of the development of the research are 
listed. Scope of the study is discussed on study and user limitation. 
 Chapter 2: is the literature review, which consists of the current study and the 
technique or software that is used on it. 
 Chapter 3: is about the study methodology. It will be on the method that is used to 
develop the study planning. On this chapter, there will be an overview of the study 
planning such as the creating of the software and the device that helps to develop the 
study. 
 Chapter 4: This chapter introduces analysis and design of the CMS which encompasses 
UML and database modeling and it’s all diagrams required to understand the structure 
of the system, how the functionalities should be developed and how the core of the 
system should be work when the system is being implemented. Will be based on the 
discussion and result that was received from the data and data analysis, study constrain, 
and fix and suggestion of the study. Study analysis is the discourse on the study 
objective, which is the continuation of the study problem. 
 Chapter 5: This chapter describes the implementation of CMS, which is the process 
whereby the physical specifications created in the previous phases are turned into 
working computer codes (i.e. application) by the programming team. Is the elaboration 
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of study implementation? This chapter is more or less on the design of the study 
development. 
 Chapter 6: This chapter describes and summarizes the testing and the evaluation 
process of CMS as well as it shows what technologies, techniques and levels of testing 
carried out. 
 Chapter 7: The final chapter summarizes the concluded results that has been reached 
form requirement gathering, analysis, modeling, implementation, integration, testing 
and deployment of the CMS and provides recommendations for the next development 
activities to the developers of system.   
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1  Introduction 
This chapter, will be discussing some basic definitions and concepts related to our research , 
address a range of similar applications in the areas of Web and mobile, and examine the 
technologies we use to create the application.  
This chapter introduces the definition of computerized system, the appointments service and 
also factors that cause the management systems to fail and explain the similar systems. The 
developed system is CMS. These systems are responsible to store patients’ data them for their 
appointment. Before this, most clinics usually used the traditional methods that are quite 
unsatisfactory.  
The traditional system used by the doctors’ is exposed to common mistakes while writing and 
the probability of having lost document or being misplaced is quite high. Knowing that the 
document cannot keep as many data as they could about the patient, thus the other important 
information about them may not be included in that form. Besides that, the patient may have 
forgotten their appointment with the doctor. 
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2.2  Definition and concepts 
 
2.2.1 Management Systems 
Management system actually has been used long time ago. Every organization needs a system 
that can manage their data and process. Normally they used a conventional method to manage 
and store their data. 
Management system is management documented and tested step-by-step method aimed at 
smooth functioning through standard practices. Used primarily in franchising industry, 
management systems generally include detailed information on topics such as [1]. 
 Transaction processing system: These are systems that perform and record daily 
routine transactions necessary for businesses. As this implies, TPS are designed to 
process routine transactions effectively and accurately [2]. 
 Knowledge work system: These are systems that aid in the creation integrations of 
new knowledge in to an organization. KWS exists to help businesses create and share 
information. These are typically used in an organization where employees create new 
knowledge and expertise which can then be shared by other people in the organization 
to create further opportunities. Good examples include firms of lawyers, accounts and 
management consultants. KWS are built around system which allows efficient 
categorization and distribution of knowledge. For example, the knowledge itself might 
be contained in word processing documents, spreadsheets, power point presentation, 
internet pages or whatever. To share knowledge, a KWS would use a group of 
collaboration systems such as an intranet [2]. 
 Management information system: These are systems that serve planning, control and 
decision making through routine summary and reports. They are mainly concerned with 
internal source of information. MIS usually take data from the transaction processing 
systems and summarize it into a series of management reports [2]. 
 Decision support system: These are systems that combine data, model and analysis 
tools for non-routine decision making DSS are specifically design to help management 
make decisions in situation where there is uncertainty about the possible outcomes of 
those decisions. DSS comprises tool and techniques to help gather relevant information 
and analyze the options and alternatives. DSS often involves use of complex 
spreadsheet and database to create “what if models” [2]. 
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 Executive support system: These are systems that support non routine decision 
making through advanced graphics and communications. They gather and summarize 
the key internal and external information used in an organization [2]. 
 
2.2.2 Advantages Computerized System over the Manual System 
A system is an arrangement of elements that when it is put together it becomes an organized 
and established procedure. A system typically consists of components connected together in 
order to facilitate the flow of information, matter or energy. A computer system consists of a 
set of hardware and software, which processes data in a meaningful way. 
In every company, keeping record are very important. For the clinic, it is very important to 
keep the patient record for any reference. There is some method in keeping the record such as 
using the manual method or the computerized method.  
The computerized system is better than manual system in keeping record [3] of the patients. 
Hence, using the computerized system has so many advantages than the manual system. 
One of the advantages using a computerized system is that it is not only easy, but it also saves 
the time to search the patient record. If they use the manual keeping record, they have a hard 
time to find for it. The computerized system will give the opportunity for the companies to do 
work more effective and efficiently if the company use it [4]. 
The next advantage is that the Doctors can update the patient record easily. If the costumers 
come to the same clinic more than a time, the Doctors’ could find the patient record without 
any difficulty. If the searching record is easy, the update task is easy as well. The update task 
is faster and more efficient compared to the manual system. 
Another advantage is having this computerized keeping record system, information for a 
particular period of time can be compiled quickly. With the manual system, it takes time to 
locate the information from each file and compile it into a report. Besides that, computerized 
system can save paper and space.  
If the clinic is using the manual system, at least a few papers from each file will be used for the 
keeping record for individual patient. If there are thousands of patients in a clinic, obviously it 
will need as many papers and files as they could in keeping their record.  
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Doubtlessly, the clinic needs more space to keep the entire file in place. Thus, by using the 
computerized system, the Doctors’ can store as much details of the patient information in the 
database given. From this statement, the computerized system also helps in saving cost from 
buying papers and files for the documentation of patients.  
By using the computerized system, the target is to create a paperless office, which will turn 
into reality [4]. Obviously the computerized system is better than the manual ones. 
 
2.2.3 E-health service 
It seems quite clear that e-health encompasses more than a mere technological development. I 
would define the term and concept as follows: 
“e-health is an emerging field in the intersection of medical informatics, public health and 
business, referring to health services and information delivered or enhanced through the 
Internet and related technologies. In a broader sense, the term characterizes not only a 
technical development, but also a state-of-mind, a way of thinking, an attitude, and a 
commitment for networked, global thinking, to improve health care locally, regionally, and 
worldwide by using information and communication technology” [5]. 
This definition hopefully is broad enough to apply to a dynamic environment such as the 
Internet and at the same time acknowledges that e-health encompasses more than just "Internet 
and Medicine". 
As such, the "e" in e-health does not only stand for "electronic," but implies a number of other 
"e's," which together perhaps best characterize what e-health is all about (or what it should be). 
Last, but not least, all of these have been (or will be) issues addressed in articles published in 
the Journal of Medical Internet Research. 
Hospital: is defined as the entity that provides the medical services to the patient in questioned 
at a given period of time which is basically curative and preventive and is offered in clinic unit 
x-ray/ ultra sound, laboratory and dental unit in the hospital [2]. 
Patient Record Management System: It is a system that can manage multiple administrators 
and can have the track of the right assigned to them. It makes sure that all the Administrators 
function with the system as per the rights assigned to them and they can get their work done in 
efficient manner [2]. 
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Medical Form: it refers to the medical document describing the patient initials, diagnoses and 
treatment of a particular patient in question that can be used for future reference incase of no 
improvement in the health condition of the patient hence changes can be carried out accordingly 
[2]. 
 
2.2.4 Clinic Management System 
This system will provide clinic a high efficiency management tools, computerize and 
systematic patients record and appointment detail. It basically will do all the daily activity as a 
clinic will do [6]. 
Clinic Management Systems are computer software products that coordinate and integrate all 
the inherent activities involved in the management and running of a healthcare facility. They 
must meet specified security, technology and functionality standards for managing electronic 
medical records and practice management information. Some systems maintain the complete 
Patient Information coupled with the Electronic Medical Records (EMR), Medical 
billing, EDI/HCFA claim sending and meeting the stipulated security, technology & functional 
standards. 
Aside from general patient care, a clinic may also participate in running clinical trials. In order 
to manage the additional responsibilities in managing a clinical trial, a clinic may also use 
a CTMS or clinical data management system (CDMS) in addition to and combined with their 
EMR and billing systems. 
Healthcare computer system, commonly known as clinic management system, is created to 
computerize manual operations in clinics. The primary purpose is to digitize patient records so 
as to make data retrieval easy and efficient. Being in the digital form, patient data can be 
conveniently shared and accessed by multiple simultaneous users at different locations, 
resulting in smoother clinical operations and collaboration among clinicians. It also means that 
patient data can be easily backed up, and be protected for confidentiality and from tampering 
through access control. In addition, clinical tasks involving panel billing, inventory 
management and accounting are all made easy, and in some manner automated. Economically, 
clinics benefit from constant cost savings as a result of increased productivity and overall 
efficiency. Essentially, everyone in the clinic benefits from the system – doctor, nurse, clerk, 
administrator and the clinic owner – which makes their lives easy and removes unnecessary 
human errors from their daily activities [7]. 
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2.3 Technologies used 
This section is the review on the current technique on the programming language, in-system 
programming, database language and methodology. 
 
2.3.1 JQuery Library 1.11.2 
 JQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML 
document traversal and manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler with 
an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of browsers, with a combination of versatility 
and extensibility [8]. 
 
2.3.2 Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS)  
CSS is a style sheet language used for describing the look and formatting of a document written 
in a markup language. While most often used to change the style of web pages and user 
interfaces written in HTML and XHTML, the language can be applied to any kind of XML 
document, including plain XML, SVG and XUL. Along with HTML and JavaScript, CSS is a 
cornerstone technology used by most websites to create visually engaging webpages, user 
interfaces for web applications, and user interfaces for many mobile applications [9].  
 
2.3.3 AJAX 
Ajax is not a single technology, but a group of technologies. HTML and CSS can be used in 
combination to mark up and style information. The DOM is accessed with JavaScript to 
dynamically display – and allow the user to interact with – the information presented. 
JavaScript and the XML Http Request object provide a method for exchanging data 
asynchronously between browser and server to avoid full page reloads [10]. 
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2.3.4 ASP.Net MVC 
MVC is a framework for building web applications using a MVC (Model View Controller) 
design:  
 The Model represents the application core (for instance a list of database records). 
 The View displays the data (the database records). 
 The Controller handles the input (to the database records).  
The MVC model also provides full control over HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
 
Figure 2.1 System.Web.MVC 
The MVC model defines web applications with 3 logic layers: 
 The business layer (Model logic) 
 The display layer (View logic)  
 The input control (Controller logic) 
The Model is the part of the application that handles the logic for the application data. Often 
model objects retrieve data (and store data) from a database. 
The View is the parts of the application that handles the display of the data. Most often the 
views are created from the model data. 
The Controller is the part of the application that handles user interaction. Typically controllers 
read data from a view, control user input, and send input data to the model. 
The MVC separation helps you manage complex applications, because you can focus on one 
aspect a time. The MVC separation also simplifies group development. Different developers 
can work on the view, the controller logic, and the business logic in parallel. 
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2.3.5 Bootstrap  
Bootstrap is an open source research originally created by Twitter to enable creation of 
responsive, mobile first web pages. Bootstrap has a standard set of classes that allow developers 
to quickly create applications that scale to devices of all sizes, and incorporate common 
components such as dialog boxes and validation. Bootstrap has become a de facto standard for 
web design. 
We used bootstrap in our research because of it has a pre-defined classes that can be used to 
generate HTML Style without needing web designer. 
Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML): 
AJAX allows web pages to be updated asynchronously by exchanging small amounts of data 
with the server behind the scenes. This means that it is possible to update parts of a web page, 
without reloading the whole page. 
If we used classic web pages, (which do not use AJAX) must reload the entire page if the 
content should change, not a specific part and that is not professional. 
Ajax is working as following: 
 
Figure 2.2 Ajax is working 
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2.3.6 Adobe Photoshop CC 
 Software redefines digital imaging with powerful new photography tools, breakthrough 
capabilities for complex image selections, realistic painting, and intelligent retouching and 
design website [11].  
 
2.3.7 Android 
“Android is a Linux-based open source platform. It is backed by Google with the foundation 
of Open Handset Alliance that includes 65 technical leader companies like HTC, Intel, 
Qualcomm, NVIDIA, and T-Mobile. The G1, the first Android-based phone, was launched in 
2008 by HTC. The Android Development Kit is available for Windows, Linux and Mac OS. 
Applications are developed in Android using a version of the Java programming language 
running on the Dalvik virtual machine.” [12]  
 Dalvik Virtual Machine and Android Applications 
 “Every Android application runs in its own process, with its own instance of the Dalvik virtual 
machine. Dalvik has been written so that a device can run multiple VMs efficiently. The Dalvik 
VM executes files in the Dalvik Executable (.dex) format, which is optimized, for minimal 
memory footprint. The VM is register-based and runs classes compiled by a Java language 
compiler that have been transformed into the .dex format by the included "dx" tool.” [13]  
 The Dex File Format 
 On the Android platform, Java source code is still compiled into .class files. However, after 
.class files are generated, the “dx” tool is used to convert the .class files into a .dex, or Dalvik 
Executable, file. Whereas a .class file contains only one class, a .dex file contains multiple 
classes. It is the .dex file that is executed on the Dalvik VM. 
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Figure 2.3 Dex File on Dalvik VM [14] 
 Java and XML  
Android uses the Java class library to build applications for the Android software environment. 
Java on Android makes use of XML for variables such as strings and integers. XML is used to 
control the layout and style of an application. This separate layer convention is similar to Hyper 
Text Markup Language (HTML) for content and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) in style. There 
are differences because of different languages and functionalities since HTML is not a 
programming language as Java is. However, from a conceptual level, this comparison can be 
made. As far as practical aspects are concerned, Java defines the button's functionality, while 
XML defines the buttons' text, color, font weight, and size. 
 Android Architecture  
The following diagram shows the major components of the Android operating system. Each 
section is described in more detail below. 
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Figure 2.4 Android System Architecture [15] 
 Applications 
 Android will ship with a set of core applications including an email client, SMS program, 
calendar, maps, browser, contacts, and others. All applications are written using the Java 
programming language. 
 Application Framework  
By providing an open development platform, Android offers developers the ability to build 
extremely rich and innovative applications. Developers are free to take advantage of the device 
hardware, access location information, run background services, set alarms, add notifications 
to the status bar, and much, much more. Developers have full access to the same framework 
APIs used by the core applications. The application architecture is designed to simplify the 
reuse of components; any application can publish its capabilities, and any other application 
may then make use of those capabilities (subject to security constraints enforced by the 
framework). This same mechanism allows components to be replaced by the user.  
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 Android Runtime 
 “Android includes a set of core libraries that provides most of the functionality available in 
the core libraries of the Java programming language. Every Android application runs in its own 
process, with its own instance of the Dalvik virtual machine. Dalvik has been written so that a 
device can run multiple Virtual Machines efficiently. The Dalvik VM executes files in the 
Dalvik Executable (.dex) format, which is optimized, for minimal memory footprint. The VM 
is register-based and runs classes compiled by a Java language compiler that have been 
transformed into the .Dex format by the included "dex" tool. The Dalvik VM relies on the 
Linux kernel for underlying functionality such as threading and low-level memory 
management. ”       
 Linux Kernel 
Android relies on Linux version 2.6 for core system services such as security, memory 
management, process management, network stack, and driver model. The kernel also acts as 
an abstraction layer between the hardware and the rest of the software stack. 
 Mobile Widgets 
Widgets are installable Web applications that use technologies such as HTML and JavaScript. 
Many handsets support widgets running on their home screens, where they are easily visible 
and accessible. Despite the lack of standards, widgets provide a convenient way to deliver 
simple, connected applications, especially those involving real-time data updates (such as 
weather forecasts, email notifications, marketing, blogs and information feeds). Because 
widgets exploit well-understood tools and technologies, they have lower entry barriers than 
complex native applications, and thus can be a good first step to assess the demand for an 
application on a specific platform before undertaking expensive native development. 
 Platform-Independent Mobile AD Tools 
 Mobile platforms become more diverse although consolidation will not have started, and, in 
some markets, five or more platforms may have a significant presence. Therefore, tools that 
can reduce the burden of delivering installable applications to several platforms will be very 
attractive. Platform independent application development (AD) tools cannot deliver a "write 
once, run anywhere" equivalent to native code; however, they can significantly reduce the cost 
of delivery and support of multi-platform applications that provide a more sophisticated 
experience than the mobile Web and operate outside signal coverage. 
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 App Stores 
 App stores will be the primary (and, in some cases, the only) way to distribute applications for 
smart phones and other mobile devices. App stores also provide a range of business support 
functions, such as payment processing, that assist smaller organizations. We believe that app 
stores will play many roles in an organization's B2C and B2E strategies. They will be a 
distribution channel for mobile applications and a commercial channel to sell applications and 
content (especially in international markets), and they will provide new options for application 
sourcing. Many applications will exploit ecosystem cloud services. 
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2.4  Related Works 
In Palestine Clinic Management system there is no similar applications provide users with the 
services provided by applying to the State of Palestine, while in other regions of the offers 
some services both at the Web application level mobile .In this section we briefly present some 
of similar or related work to Clinic Management system. 
2.4.1 E-Clinic: Clinic Management software 
 
 
Figure 2.5 E-clinic Logo [16] 
 e-Clinic Introduction 
The e-clinic platform is powerful, flexible and fast, with a straightforward and intuitive 
interface that users enjoy working with. If you're looking for a powerful, flexible and feature-
packed solution, we'd love to help you. E-clinic provides clinic management software to 
businesses across the UK and Ireland. From individual practitioners to large clinics, we help 
our clients run their businesses more effectively. E-clinic has been providing a world class 
patient and clinic management system to healthcare for over 15 years.  
E-Clinic is a powerful and easy to use practice management package, with a fast and intuitive 
interface that users enjoy working with. Whether you choose Standard, Pro or Enterprise, at its 
core is appointment booking, billing, clinical data, reporting and marketing.  Large practices 
or clinics with multiple sites may be interested in online booking, web App integration, out 
bound call management and clinical cases [16]. 
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Figure 2.6 Practice management package [16] 
 
Figure 2.7 e-Clinic Process [16] 
 e-Clinic Advantage: 
There are many advantages of e-Clinic which are: 
1. Powerful, flexible and fast, with a straightforward and intuitive interface that users 
enjoy working with. 
2. To help our customers increase revenue, streamline admin and deliver the best patient 
experience using the most effective clinic management platform. 
3. At its core is an intuitive clinic management package. 
4. E-Clinic provide Choose from three great products. 
 
 e-Clinic Disadvantages:  
There are some defects and disadvantages of e-Clinic software which are: 
1. Doctors do not provide information to patients before a visit. 
2. Do not provide flexibility to identify and choose Hold appointments for doctors. 
3. Does not provide satisfactory access to a satisfactory record of history shows. 
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2.4.2 Altibbi doctor: Healthcare software 
 
Figure 2.8 Altibbi Logo [17] 
 Altibbi Introduction 
It aims at providing health and medical knowledge in [17]Arabic language. Helping the Arabic 
patient with the useful resources to maintain his/her and the family's health and arming him/her 
with the tools to better interact with the physician. At the same time it is a valuable resource 
for physicians trying to bridge the gap with their patients while access the largest Arabic 
medical library containing more than 60,000 medical terms, articles and pictures with a click 
[17] 
 
Figure 2.9 Consultancy dashboard [17] 
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 Altibbi Advantage: 
There are many advantages of Altibbi which are: 
1. Medical dictionary Arab first of its kind Arabic - English. 
2. overall Search feature user can search questions, and hospitals, and medicines 
3. Member’s doctors can answer questions from other members. 
4. Via e-mail notifications property for use in communicating with doctors and others. 
 
 Altibbi Disadvantages:  
There are some defects and disadvantages of Altibbi software which are: 
1. No characteristic direct chat. 
2. No characteristic electronic custody doctor. 
3. It does not support the English language in all categories. 
4. No full guide with all information in all countries, whether mobile application or Web 
APP. 
5. There is a fee for advertising a company profitable. 
6. No property Send form to the user after preview. 
Figure 2.10 Search dashboard [17] 
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2.4.3 Smart Clinic: Research Management System  
 
Figure 2.11 Smart clinic Logo [18] 
 Smart Clinic Introduction 
Smart Clinic is an innovative solution that allows a patient to interact with all their healthcare 
professionals though a single app. It is a communication platform that enables subscribing 
physician offices to send clinically relevant information regarding appointments, medical 
procedures, treatment regimens, and other health information to the patient’s phone through a 
secure, HIPAA compliant system.  The goal of Smart Clinic is to cut overhead and replace the 
way the physician and medical assistant are currently performing patient communication 
functions with a more efficient, more track able, more accurate, and enhanced way to perform 
that task [18] 
 
Figure 2.12 Central Illinois Endoscopy 
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 Advantage Smart Clinic 
There are many advantages of Smart Clinic which are: 
1. Clinical summaries, procedure reports, biopsy and lab results sent from the physician’s 
office to the patient’s Smart Clinic app. 
2. Patient satisfaction surveys, condition specific questionnaires and other useful and easy 
to complete forms which allow the patient to remain engaged with their physicians, 
even between office visits. 
3. Appointment reminders sent from the physician’s office. 
4. Appointment requests sent from the patient’s Smart Clinic app directly to the 
physician’s office. 
 
  Disadvantage Smart Clinic  
There are some defects and disadvantages of Altibbi software which are: 
1. Lack Web App. 
2. Replaces ineffective phone reminder system with very affordable system that does 
much more than just remind people of appointments. 
3. It does not support the Arabic language.  
 
2.4.4 E-Lixir application VS existing Systems 
Table 2.1 summarizes and reviews the related research management software and compare 
these software systems to CM system: 
Table 2.1 E-Lixir application VS existing Systems 
System Features e-Clinic Altibbi Smart Clinic CMS 
Search Features X √ √ √ 
Consultancy Features √ √ X √ 
Doctor Reservation Appointments X √ X √ 
 Instant chat X X X √ 
Mobile App  √ X X √ 
Web App √ √ X √ 
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From above comparison between our applications, “CMS” with other similar applications in 
Table 2.1 CMS application provide a lot of services that business need and patients look for, 
these services will be more attractive to our target area in business market also ensure 
popularity and success of our system. 
 
2.5  Conclusion 
Clinic Management System was developed using Visual Studio 2013 that used C# and ASP.Net 
MVC as the main language. This system also used SQL as their database that store all the 
information and data.  
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CHAPTER 3  
METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1  Introduction 
In this chapter will discuss about the methodology that will be using in the development of 
Clinic Management System, and explanation of the detailed phases of the research and its life 
cycle. The fundamental for this research is to develop a management system that can be 
implemented and integrated in clinics. The Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) 
was adapted to develop CMS. DSRM was chosen to precede the research because it emphasizes 
the knowledge generation inherent in the method of development. 
  
3.2  The Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM)  
There are numerous methodologies that use in process of design science research in IS [19]. 
The Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) is chosen to precede the research since it 
emphasizes the knowledge generation inherent in the method of development. DSRM was 
proposed by [19]. It consists of five phases which are awareness of problem, suggestion, 
development, evaluation, and conclusion. Figure 3.1 shows methodology phases, knowledge 
flows, outputs, and deliverable parts of the research methodology that adapted from DSRM. 
 
Figure 3.1: Framework of Adapted DSRM methodology [20] 
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3.2.1 Advantages of the DSRM  
Hevner counts 7 guidelines for a design science research:  
1. Design as an Artifact: Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the 
form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. 
2. Problem Relevance: The objective of design-science research is to develop 
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems. 
3. Design Evaluation: The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be 
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. 
4. Research contributions: Effective design-science research must provide clear and 
verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design foundations, and/or 
design methodologies. 
5. Research rigor: Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous 
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact. 
6. Design as a Search Process: The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing 
available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem 
environment. 
7. Communication of Research: Design-science research must be presented effectively 
both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 
 
 
3.3  DSRM Phases  
 
3.3.1 Awareness of problem  
An awareness of an interesting problem may come from multiple sources including new 
developments in industry or in a reference discipline. Reading in an allied discipline may also 
provide the opportunity for application of new findings to the researcher’s field. The output of 
this phase is a Proposal, formal or informal, for a new research effort. 
First phase of DSRM society aware of research that come with technological evolution in the 
fields of web, mobile. In the health care environment, and then the output of the research 
definition. According to [21] , and the information can be collected through direct interview. 
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  In addition, literature review of available sources such as books, procedures, magazines, white 
papers, reports, and news in order to gather knowledge of the services that have been utilized. 
Through literature review and investigation of health care, and researcher found that there is a 
lake in the mobile services offered by clinics. 
 
1. Fact Gathering 
 Observation 
Before we can design a system for the clinic, we do visit to the clinic to do an observation on 
how is their daily business operation. It is an ordinary clinic which done everything manually 
without any technology help.  
We do observed and record down in detail how is the progress flow from patient register on 
the counter until the patient take medicine on the dispensary counter.  
Through the progress, we can see that there’s a lot of paper needed to use in order to complete 
this progress. we did question on them when we found out some problem that we do not truly 
understand on it and the Doctors was kindly answer every question and explain to me in detail. 
Furthermore, the Doctors had shown me several type of document that they usually do for 
reference purpose. Most of the document is done manually in paper by the counter Doctors 
includes generate receipt, generate MC and etc. 
 Interview 
End user is the one who are going to have the interaction with the system, thus interview the 
end user is one of the most effective ways on gathering facts.  
Throughout the interview session we can get the exact information and definite requirement 
that the end user expected on the system. Doctor and Doctors requirement are different as the 
job that they carry out is different from each other.  
However, the current business model of the clinic is having weak privacy on patient medical 
history. So when we come to the design stage I must consider the privacy of the patient medical 
history issue. 
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3.3.2 Suggestion  
The Suggestion phase follows immediately behind the proposal and is intimately connected 
with it as the dotted line around Proposal and Tentative Design (the output of the Suggestion 
phase) indicates.  
Indeed, in any formal proposal for design science research such as one to be made to the 
National Science Foundation or an industry sponsor, a Tentative Design and likely the 
performance of a prototype based on that design would be an integral part of the Proposal. 
Moreover, if after investing considerable effort on an interesting problem a Tentative Design 
or at least the germ of an idea for problem solution does not present itself to the researcher, the 
idea (Proposal) will be set aside.  
Suggestion is an essentially creative step wherein new functionality is envisioned based on a 
novel configuration of either existing or new and existing elements. The step has been criticized 
as introducing non-repeatability into the design science research method since human creativity 
is still a poorly understood cognitive process.  
However the creative step has necessary analogues in all research methods; for example, in 
positivist research creativity is inherent in the leap from curiosity about an organizational 
phenomena to the development of appropriate constructs that operationalize the phenomena 
and an appropriate research design for their measurement. 
 
3.3.3 Development  
The Tentative Design is further developed and implemented in this phase. The techniques for 
implementation will, of course, vary depending on the artifact to be created.  
An algorithm may require construction of a formal proof. An expert system embodying novel 
assumptions about human cognition in an area of interest will require software development, 
probably using a high-level package or tool.  
The implementation itself can be very pedestrian and need not involve novelty beyond the 
state-of-practice for the given artifact; the novelty is primarily in the design, not the 
construction of the artifact. 
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3.3.4 Evaluation  
Once constructed, the artifact is evaluated according to criteria that are always implicit and 
frequently made explicit in the Proposal (Awareness of Problem phase). 
Deviations from expectations, both quantitative and qualitative are carefully noted and must be 
tentatively explained. That is, the evaluation phase contains an analytic sub-phase in which 
hypotheses are made about the behavior of the artifact.  
This phase exposes an epistemic fluidity that is in stark contrast to a strict interpretation of the 
positivist stance, see a later section on Philosophical Underpinnings of Design Science 
Research.  
At an equivalent point in positivist research, analysis either confirms or contradicts a 
hypothesis. Essentially, save for some consideration of future work as may be indicated by 
experimental results, the research effort is over.  
For the design science researcher, by contrast, things are just getting interesting! Rarely, in 
design science research, are initial hypothesis concerning behavior completely borne out. 
Instead, the evaluation phase results and additional information gained in the construction and 
running of the artifact are brought together and fed back to another round of Suggestion (cf. 
the circumscription arrow of Figure 3.1).  
The explanatory hypotheses, which are quite broad, are rarely discarded, but rather are 
modified to be in accord with the new observations. This suggests a new design, frequently 
preceded by new library research in directions suggested by deviations from theoretical 
performance. (Design science researchers seem to share Allen Newell’s conception (from 
Cognitive Science) of theories as complex, robust homological networks [22]).  
This conception has been observed by philosophers of science in many communities [22], and 
working from it Newell suggests that theories are not like clay pigeons, to be blasted to bits 
with the Popperian shotgun of falsification. Rather they should be treated like doctoral students. 
One corrects them when they err, and is hopeful they can emend their flawed behavior and go 
on to be ever more useful and productive [23]. 
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3.3.5 Conclusion 
This phase could be just the end of a research cycle or is the finale of a specific research effort. 
The finale of a research effort is typically the result of satisficing, that is, though there are still 
deviations in the behavior of the artifact from the (multiply) revised hypothetical predictions, 
the results are adjudged “good enough.”  
Not only are the results of the effort consolidated and “written up” at this phase, but the 
knowledge gained in the effort is frequently categorized as either “firm” facts that have been 
learned and can be repeatably applied or behavior that can be repeatably invoked or as “loose 
ends” anomalous behavior that defies explanation and may well serve as the subject of further 
research.  
Communication is very important in research [24]. Therefore, this phase, as a conclusion of a 
research effort indicated by the small leftward arrow coming out of Knowledge Contribution 
in Figure 3, needs to appropriately position the research being reported and make a strong case 
for its knowledge contribution [25].  
Depending on the type of knowledge contribution and the state of knowledge in the area of 
research, the expectations on the nature and depth of knowledge contribution outputs can vary; 
see the next section (Outputs of Design Science Research). 
 
3.4  Cognitive Processes Used in Design Science Research 
Figure 3.2 models the cognition that takes place during a design science research cycle. Both 
design science research and design [26] use abduction, deduction, and circumscription but there 
is difference in how these cognitive processes are used. In following the flow of creative effort 
through Figure 3.2, the types of new knowledge that arise from design science research 
activities and the reason that this knowledge is most readily found during such effort will 
become apparent. 
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Figure 3.2: Cognition in the Design Science Research Cycle [27] 
In this model the research begins with Awareness of a problem. Design science research is 
sometimes called “Improvement Research” and this designation emphasizes the problem- 
solving/performance-improving nature of the activity.  
Suggestions for a problem solution are addictively drawn from the existing knowledge/theory 
base for the problem area [28], these suggestions may, however, be inadequate for the problem 
or suffer from significant knowledge gaps (which make the problem a research problem).  
Using existing knowledge, an attempt is made at creatively solving the problem. The solution 
a tentative design is used to implement an artifact in the next phase shown as Development in 
the diagram. Partially or fully successful implementations are then evaluated according to a 
functional specification (sometimes implicit) during the Evaluation stage. Development, 
Evaluation and further Suggestion are frequently iteratively performed in the course of the 
research effort. The basis of the iteration, the flow from partial completion of the cycle back to 
Awareness of the Problem, is indicated by the Circumscription arrow. Conclusion indicates the 
end of a research cycle or the termination of a specific design science research. 
Knowledge contribution resulting from new knowledge production is indicated in Figure 3.2 
by the arrows labeled: Circumscription, Operational Principles and Design Theories.  
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The Circumscription process is especially important to understanding design science research 
process because it generates understanding that could only be gained from the specific act of 
construction. Circumscription is a formal logical method [29] that assumes that every fragment 
of knowledge is valid only in certain situations.  
Further, the applicability of knowledge can only be determined through the detection and 
analysis of contradictions in common language, the design science researcher learns or 
discovers when things don’t work “according to theory." This happens many times not due to 
a misunderstanding of the theory, but due to the necessarily incomplete nature of ANY 
knowledge base.  
The design science research process, when interrupted and forced back to Awareness of 
Problem in this way, contributes valuable constraint knowledge to the understanding of the 
always-incomplete-theories that addictively motivated the original research. 
The creative cognitive processes of reflection and abstraction are used in the Conclusion phase 
to make knowledge contributions of operational principles and possibly design theories. At the 
conclusion of the research, the overall contribution made by the research to advance knowledge 
in the research area needs to be argued (see the next section on Outputs of Design Science 
Research. 
 
3.5  Conclusion 
Design Science Research methodology (DSRM) defines a clear and simple path for the 
development and delivery of a software product as per the requirements of the customer. The 
methodology used in building CMS to enable any changes to be incorporated into the system 
at any stage without making any development activity or the design that has already been made 
void. This has been a proven methodology for the system development using any latest 
designing techniques like Object Oriented Analysis and Design. DSRM also ensures complete 
communication and documentation at every level or stage during the software development life 
cycle. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AWARENESS OF PROBLEM & SUGGESTION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the research requirements specification based on requirements gathering 
ways, which used in research analysis. 
In this Section, the functional and non-functional requirements are introduced using the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) which is an open method used to specify, Visualize, construct and 
document  the artifacts of an object-oriented software-intensive system under development. 
UML offers a standard way to write a system's blueprints, including conceptual components. 
“ Functional requirement: defines a function of a software system or its component.  A function 
is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs.  
Functional requirements may be calculations, technical details, data manipulation, processing, 
and other specific functionality that defines what a system is supposed to accomplish.  
Behavioral requirements describing all the cases where the system uses the functional 
requirements are captured in use cases” [30]. 
“Non-functional requirement: is a requirement that specifies criteria that can be used to judge 
the operation of a system، rather than specific behaviors.  This should be contrasted with 
functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions” [31] 
 
4.2  Software Requirements Specification 
In this Section, all users and system requirements are gathered from user (patient) stories 
through interviewing with many patients, requirements specified based on listening to their 
problems, these requirements including functional, nonfunctional and system requirements. 
After all requirements, gathering development requirements are identified for later design and 
implementation. 
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4.2.1 Functional Requirements 
The goal of functional requirement is to determine the behavior of users for “Search doctors” 
in terms of functionality. After login, the system moves the user to the home page and there 
they have many options. 
The following section describe the details of functional requirement: 
 Registration management: The system allow users to register and login into the 
system, the system must be allow users to register and login in the system, the system 
must validate user's login, so the user can enter valid Email and password to login in 
the system, the user can restore E-mail and password if data requirement to open 
account is forgotten.  
 Search Management: The system allows users can search of doctors by using their 
names, city or specialization to find them. 
 Login: The system only can access by the authority user which is an official clinic 
Doctors who is registered. The authority user must use username and password to login 
to the system. Validation on username and password that input is required to deny the 
invalid user login to the system. 
 Doctors Maintenance: Basically this module is required to store the clinic Doctors and 
doctor information includes the username and password for login purpose. Doctors is 
allowed to do all the basic maintenance sort like add new Doctors, update their profile, 
search their record through Doctors ID and change their login password as well. 
 Patient Record: Patient medical history is a confidential data which supposed to view 
by doctor only. So only doctor can add and update the patient medical history. Doctors’ 
level user could only add new patient record and update patient record with patient 
basic information such as contact detail. 
 Patient Appointment: Doctors user is the one who dealing with the patient 
appointment module. When the patient is calling for booking appointment with the 
doctor, the Doctors will provide patient with the doctor empty slot to let the patient 
choose. Or if the patient offer’s time is already booked by others the Doctors will 
suggest the patient to select other time slot. The appointment module is allowed the 
Doctors to add new appointment, edit appointment if the patient wishes to change the 
time and delete the appointment if the patient cancels the appointment. 
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 Report: The basic report that usually needed to be carried out during business operation 
is required to prepare for the Doctors. The detail that going to display on the report must 
decide by the user. 
 Clinic Information Maintenance: Allow the user to manage the clinic information 
such as the clinic name that wanted to print on all the report, the clinic contact number, 
address and the operation hours. The operation hours that set by the user will decide the 
appointment hours at the patient appointment module [6] 
 Patient Visit History: This module is only restricted to doctor use for record down the 
patient symptom, test conducted to the patient, diagnosis and dispensary to the patient. 
The doctor will create a new visit record every time the patient coming for consulting. 
After done the diagnosis, the doctor will add the medicine and note down the instruction 
for how to take the medicine [6]. 
 
4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
In systems and requirements, a non-functional requirement is a requirement that specifies 
criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors. This 
should be contrasted with functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions. 
The plan for implementing functional requirements is detailed in the system design. The plan 
for implementing non-functional requirements is detailed in the system architecture. 
 Performance Requirement: CMS must be on very high standard servers to 
accommodate the huge amount of data and requests for access to the server from a large 
number of users at the same time. 
 Usability Requirement: The system will decrease the amount of text box that input by 
the user and increase the selection input method such as combo box and radio button. 
Within this will eliminate the possibility of entry error that made by the user when they 
enter record into the system. Besides that, the user is definitely not an IT field people. 
Thus, the system should very straight forward to the user and -easy to operate by the 
user. The error message that shown when error detected must in the understandable 
language to the user. [6] 
 Safety Requirement: The database of "CMS" must be located in a special secure server 
and must be backups to other servers directly at specific times to avoid loss and damage 
data. 
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 Reliability Requirement: Clinic management system should provide accurate and 
reliable information about services to all users, that ensuring success and adoption of 
the system as accurate information source. 
 Availability Requirements: CMS should be available at all times, meaning the users 
can access it using any device and platform 
 Flexibility Requirements: The system must be able to search or delete services 
because it is based on object-oriented concept. 
 
4.3  System Requirements 
Since web and mobile technologies and external database server, system requirements will 
used to build research, system requirements include operation and development requirements, 
which specified as the following: 
4.3.1 Operation Requirements 
Software requirements, which include hardware and software requirements, should be 
specified as the following: 
 Software Requirements 
Software requirements, which were used:  
o Operating system: any computer OS.  
o Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 for develop the system with programming 
C#.NET and ASP.net MVC. 
o Microsoft SQL server 2014 management studio for develop the database for the 
system. 
o Microsoft  Office  Visio  2013  for  drawing  the  diagram  such  as  ERD  
diagram, Activity Diagram and etc. 
o Adobe  Photoshop  CC  for  designing  the  graphic  that  applies  in  the  system 
interface. 
o Internet Access for browsing web application.  
o Android platforms for run mobile application.  
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 Hardware Requirements: 
Hardware requirements, which were used:  
o Notebook for develop the system and to connecting to internet.   
o Basic  input  devices  for  writing  code,  input  documentation,  and  testing  
system. 
o Computer server: for web application and database. 
o Mobiles or any device support Android operating system.  
 
4.4  Application Perspective 
The clinic management system will use a database and web servers that can be accessed by any 
device on any platform with Internet connection. The users who can use this application are 
registered users that have E-mail and password. After registering, users can edit profile details 
and view home page. 
 
4.5  System UML Modeling 
In this section, we use modeling system “UML diagrams” based on requirements analysis 
through meetings and user stories to describe the functions and processes that system shall to 
do. 
 
4.5.1 System Modeling Description 
Clinic Management System is and Object-Oriented based system uses UML 2.1 modeling 
language to develop model-based system in order to obtain a better understanding of the system 
being developed. 
The modeling will address the nine UML diagrams (use case diagram, class diagram, sequence 
diagram, activity diagram, object diagram, collaboration diagram, state chart diagram, 
component diagram, and deployment diagram). 
UML Diagrams List: Table 4.1 shows UML diagrams that are in modeling process and the 
descriptions of each diagram [32] 
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Table 4.1 UML Diagrams 
Diagram Name Description 
Use Case Diagram 
Use case diagram model system functions (i.e. goals) as well as 
the actors that interact with those functions.  
Class Diagram 
A class diagram models the classes of a system/application 
going to develop.  
Object Diagram 
Object diagram shows a snapshot of instances of things in class 
diagram.  
Domain Diagram 
Domain Diagram is a conceptual model of all the topics related 
to a specific problem.  
Activity Diagram 
Activity diagram is a flowchart-based diagram showing flow of 
control from activity to activity.  
Sequence Diagram 
A sequence diagram is used primarily to show the interactions 
between objects that are represented as lifelines in a sequential 
order.  
Communication 
Diagram 
Communication diagram was designed for presenting the 
interactions between objects (i.e. lifelines).  
Component Diagram 
Component diagram shows the physical aspect of an object-
oriented software system.  
Deployment Diagram 
 
Deployment diagram shows the physical aspects of an object-
oriented system including system’s components. 
 
4.5.2 Use Case Diagram 
A use case illustrates a unit of functionality provided by the system. The main purpose of the 
use-case diagram is to help development teams visualize the functional requirements of a 
system, including the relationship of "actors" (user's beings who will interact with the system) 
to essential processes, as well as the relationships among different use cases. Use-case diagrams 
generally show groups of use cases. 
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4.5.2.1 Main Use Case Diagram 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Main Use Case Diagram 
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1. Web application for patients Use Case Diagram 
Figure 4.2 illustrates CMS web application use case, that shows there is one actor represent 
web user “patient” and many use cases that represent the main process that system enabling to 
do them starting from login and registering and search doctors also all updating operations on 
CMS information. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Clinic Management Web Application for patients Use Case 
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Brief Use case Description 
The user “patient” who is the main actor in our research can do the following of the processes: 
1. Login from Website: Open the official website, the research can be opened, and then 
the patient can take advantage of the system. 
2.  Log out from Website: The patient has to log out from website. 
3. Update Profile: The patient can view and update profile details like addresses, phones 
numbers, email, password and picture, etc. 
4. Search: All patients can search of doctors by using their names of doctor, city or 
specialization for the above processes. 
5. Reserve an appointment: The patient can reserve for an appointment to a particular 
doctor.  
6. Ask Questions: The patient can send ask question to doctors from website. 
7. View/Read Articles: The patient can read articles from website. 
 
Use Case Details 
U1: Login 
Table 4.2 Patients Login Use Case Details 
Login 
Pre-Conditions Connect to internet then open the official website. 
Post-Conditions Enter valid email/password and click login button. 
Normal Path View account. 
Abnormal Path Invalid email/password. 
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U2: Update Profile 
Table 4.3 Patients Update Profile Use Case Details 
Update Profile 
Pre-Conditions 
Login to account and click on profile. 
 
Post-Conditions 
Update Image – Change Username – Add Information – Add 
Site – Add Phone No. – Change Email Address – Save all 
Data Changes 
 
Normal Path 
Show alert dialog that say the updates were successfully and 
go to main layout. 
 
Abnormal Path 
Show error messages on Edit Text related to error in the event 
of errors in the input like empty username or email address not 
matches to email pattern. 
 
U3: Search 
Table 4.4 Patients Search Use Case Details 
Search 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on search. 
Post-Conditions Search for doctors by using their name, city or specialization.   
Normal Path System display search results similar to the words entered. 
Abnormal Path 
The system will not display any results because there are no 
similar search results. 
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U4: Reserve appointment 
Table 4.5 Patients Reserve Appointment Use Case Details 
Reserve Appointment 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on reserve appointment. 
Post-Conditions View available appointment for doctors.   
 
Normal Path 
Show alert dialog that say the reserve appointment were 
successfully and go to main layout. 
 
  
 
  
 main layout 
 
Abnormal Path 
Show error messages on reserve text related to error in the 
event of errors in the input like empty set details appointment 
or not available appointment. 
 
U5: Ask Questions 
Table 4.6 Patients Ask Questions Use Case Details 
Ask Questions 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on ask for your doctor. 
Post-Conditions Click questions view 
Normal Path View/Ask question 
Abnormal Path Not exist or there is new updating on the system. 
 
U6: View Articles  
Table 4.7 Patients View Articles Use Case Details 
View Articles 
Pre-Conditions Open the website. 
Post-Conditions Click articles view 
Normal Path View/Read articles 
Abnormal Path Not exist or there is new updating on the system. 
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2. Web application for Doctors Use Case Diagram. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates CMS web application use case, that shows there is one actor represent 
web user “doctor” and many use cases that represent the main process that system enabling to 
do them starting from login and registering and add available appointment also all updating 
operations on CMS information. 
 
Figure 4.3 Clinic Management Web Application for doctors Use Case 
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Brief Use Case Description 
The user “Doctor” who is the main actor in our research can do the following of the processes: 
1. Login form Web App: Open the official website, the doctor can be opened, and then 
the doctor can take advantage of the system. 
2.  Log out from Website: The doctor has to log out from website. 
3. Update Profile: The doctor can view and update profile details like addresses, phones 
numbers and picture, etc. 
4. Add available appointment: The doctor accept/rejects the request of patient for an 
appointment. 
5. Delete appointment: The doctor can view and delete an appointment. 
6. Update appointment: The doctor can view and update an appointment. 
7. Answer patient questions: The doctor can reply answer question to patients. 
8. View answer question: The doctor can view answer question to patients. 
9. Add articles: The doctor can add articles of the system.  
 
Use Case Details  
U1: Login 
Table 4.8 Doctors Login Use Case Details 
Login 
Pre-Conditions Connect to internet then open the official website. 
Post-Conditions Enter valid email/password and click login button. 
Normal Path View account. 
Abnormal Path Invalid email/password. 
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U2: Update Profile 
Table 4.9 Doctors Update Profile Use Case Details 
Update Profile 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on profile. 
Post-Conditions 
Update Image – Change Username – Add Information – 
Add Site – Add Phone No. – Change Email Address – 
Save all Data Changes 
Normal Path 
Show alert dialog that say the updates were successfully 
and go to main layout. 
Abnormal Path 
Show error messages on Edit Text related to error in the event 
of errors in the input like empty username or email address 
not matches to email pattern. 
 
U3: Add Appointment 
Table 4.10 Doctors Add Appointment Use Case Details 
Add Appointment 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on add appointment. 
Post-Conditions Add and View available appointment for doctors. 
Normal Path 
Show alert dialog that say the add appointment were 
successfully and go to main layout. 
 
 
 
 
main layout 
Abnormal Path 
Show error messages on add appointment related to error in 
the event of errors in the input like empty set details 
appointment. 
 
U4: Delete Appointment 
Table 4.11 Doctors Delete Appointment Use Case Details 
Delete Appointment 
Pre-Conditions Open the control panel and click company’s view 
Post-Conditions 
View available appointment list then click delete appointment 
button 
 
Normal Path appointment deleted and changes saved 
Abnormal Path Appointment is not exist. 
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U5: Answer Questions  
Table 4.12 Doctors Answer Questions Use Case Details 
Answer Questions 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on answer questions. 
Post-Conditions View question and answered patients questions 
Normal Path View/answer question 
Abnormal Path Not exist or there is new updating on the system. 
 
U6: Add Articles 
Table 4.13 Doctors Add Articles Use Case Details 
Add Articles 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on add articles. 
Post-Conditions View articles and add articles. 
Normal Path View/add articles. 
Abnormal Path Not exist or there is new updating on the system. 
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3. Web application for Administration Use Case Diagram. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates CMS administration web application use case, that shows there is one 
actor represent web user “Admin” and use cases that represent the main process that admin can 
doing it, such as manage articles ,manage users and editing on their information if necessary 
and delete users. 
 
Figure 4.4 Clinic Management Web Application for Administration Use Case 
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Brief Use Case Description 
The user “Admin” who is the owner of the system can manage and give authorizations to 
register can participate in some of the process: 
1. Login: The Admin can control all accounts and there information after login his correct 
username and password. 
2. Log out: The admin has to log out from website. 
3. Manage articles: The Admin can search, add, delete and update articles. 
4. Manage users: The admin can manage users (patients and doctors) and their all details 
concern of them such as their pictures, information, activate and deactivate, and emails 
or social addresses. The admin can edit and delete information when he want make 
changes in his information. 
 
Use Case Details 
U1: Login 
Table 4.14 Admin Login Use Case Details 
Login 
Pre-Conditions Connect to internet and open official website 
Post-Conditions Enter valid admin username and password. 
Normal Path View control panel. 
Abnormal Path Invalid admin username or password and Ask for correction 
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U2: Manage Articles  
Table 4.15 Admin Manage Articles Use Case Details 
Manage Articles 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on articles view. 
Post-Conditions  Choose function that needed (Add, Edit, delete) article.  
 Press Add tab to add new articles and their details such 
as new image and title and other details. 
 Press Edit tab to edit user's information and details. 
Press Delete tab to delete articles permanently. 
 After All changes click on save button to save changes. 
Normal Path Show alert dialog that say that changing is successfully 
and go to main layout 
Abnormal Path Show error messages changing is not accrued or did not saved. 
 
U3: Manage Users  
Table 4.16 Admin Manage Users Use Case Details 
Manage Articles 
Pre-Conditions Login to account and click on articles view. 
Post-Conditions  Choose function that needed (Add, Edit, delete) article.  
 Press Add tab to add new articles and their details such 
as new image and title and other details. 
 Press Edit tab to edit user's information and details. 
Press Delete tab to delete articles permanently. 
 After All changes click on save button to save changes. 
Normal Path Show alert dialog that say that changing is successfully 
and go to main layout 
Abnormal Path Show error messages changing is not accrued or did not saved. 
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4.5.3 Class Diagram 
The class diagram shows how the different entities (people, things, and data) relate to each 
other; in other words, it shows the static structures of the system. A class diagram can be used 
to display logical classes.  
Class diagrams can also be used to show implementation classes, which are the things that 
programmers typically deal with. An implementation class diagram will probably show some 
of the same classes as the logical classes’ diagram. 
4.5.3.1 Main Class Diagram 
 
 
Figure 4.5 CMS Class Diagram 
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4.5.4 Activity Diagram 
Activity diagrams show the procedural flow of control between two or more class objects while 
processing an activity. Activity diagrams can be used to model higher-level business process 
at the business unit level, or to model low-level internal class actions.  
Activity diagrams are best used to model higher-level processes, such as how the company is 
currently doing business, or how it would like to do business. This is because activity diagrams 
are "less technical" in appearance, compared to sequence diagrams, and business-minded 
people tend to understand them more quickly. 
 
1. Activity Diagrams for users Clinic Management Web System  
AC 1: Users Sign up 
Figure 4.6 shows the activity diagram for new user to register in CMS to have an account. 
 
Figure 4.6 Users Sing up Activity Diagram 
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AC 2: Users Log in 
Figure 4.7 shows the activity diagram for login into CMS web application.  
 
Figure 4.7 Users Login Activity Diagram 
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AC 3: Update Profile 
Figure 4.8 shows the activity diagram for editing users profile information in CMS web 
application. 
 
Figure 4.8 users Edit profile Activity Diagram 
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AC 4: Search 
Figure 4.9 shows the activity diagram for search doctor by using their name, specialization, or 
city in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.9 Search for Doctor Activity Diagram 
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AC 5: View Articles 
Figure 4.10 shows the activity diagram for viewing articles in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.10 View Articles Activity Diagram 
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AC 6: View Questions 
Figure 4.11 shows the activity diagram for viewing questions in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.11 View Questions Activity Diagram 
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2. Activity Diagrams for patients Clinic Management Web System  
 
AC 1: Ask Questions 
Figure 4.12 shows the activity diagram for asking questions in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.12 Ask Questions Activity Diagram 
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AC 2: Reserve Appointment 
Figure 4.13 shows the activity diagram for reserving appointment in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.13 Reserve Appointment Activity Diagram 
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3. Activity Diagrams for Doctors Clinic Management Web System  
 
AC 1: Add Articles 
Figure 4.14 shows the activity diagram for adding articles in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.14 Add Articles Activity Diagram 
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AC 2: Add Available Appointment 
Figure 4.15 shows the activity diagram for adding appointment in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.15 Add Available Appointment Activity Diagram 
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AC 3: Answered Patients Questions 
Figure 4.16 shows the activity diagram for answering questions in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.16 Answered Patients Questions Activity Diagram 
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4. Activity Diagrams for Administrations Clinic Management Web 
System  
 
AC 1: Admin Login 
Figure 4.17 shows activity diagram of login into admin control panel to manage web 
application. 
 
Figure 4.17 Admin Login Activity Diagram 
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AC 2: Manage Users 
Figure 4.18 shows the activity diagram for managing users’ information such as adding new 
users, editing and delete users, activate and deactivate in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.18 Manage Users Activity Diagram 
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AC 3: Manage Articles 
Figure 4.19 shows the activity diagram for managing articles’ information such as adding new 
articles, editing and delete articles s in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.19 Manage Articles Activity Diagram 
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4.5.5 Sequence Diagram 
Sequence diagrams show a detailed flow for a specific use case or even just part of a specific 
use case. They are almost self-explanatory; they show the calls between the different objects 
in their sequence and can show, at a detailed level, different calls to different objects.  
Sequence diagram has two dimensions: The vertical dimension shows the sequence of 
messages/calls in the time order that they occur; the horizontal dimension shows the object 
instances to which the messages are sent. 
 
1. Sequence Diagrams for users Clinic Management Web System  
 
SQ 1: Login 
Figure 4.20 shows the sequence diagram for user to login in CMS to have an account. 
 
Figure 4.20 Login Sequence Diagram 
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SQ 2: Update Profile 
Figure 4.21 shows the sequence diagram for editing users profile information in CMS web 
application. 
 
Figure 4.21 Update Profile Sequence Diagram 
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2. Sequence Diagrams for patients Clinic Management Web System 
  
SQ 1: Search 
Figure 4.22 shows the sequence diagram for search doctor by using their name, specialization, 
or city in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.22 Search Sequence Diagram 
 
SQ 2: Ask Questions 
Figure 4.23 shows the sequence diagram for asking questions in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.23 Ask Questions Sequence Diagram 
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SQ 3: Reserve Appointment 
Figure 4.24 shows the sequence diagram for reserving appointment in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.24 Reserve Appointment Sequence Diagram 
 
3. Sequence Diagrams for Doctors Clinic Management Web System  
 
SQ 1: Answer Questions 
Figure 4.25 shows the sequence diagram for answering questions in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.25 Answer Questions Sequence Diagram 
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SQ 2: Add Appointments 
Figure 4.26 shows the sequence diagram for adding appointment in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.26: Add Appointments Sequence Diagram 
 
SQ 3: Add Articles 
Figure 4.27 shows the sequence diagram for adding articles in CMS web application. 
 
Figure 4.27 Add Articles Sequence Diagram 
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4.6 Conclusion 
Functional and non-functional requirements of the CMS previously mentioned will be applied 
as much as possible to achieve the highest requirement qualities. 
The UML is a tool for specifying software systems and standardized diagrams types to help 
developers to describe and visually map a software system's design and structure. Using UML 
it is possible to model just about any kind of application, both specifically and independently 
of a target platform. 
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CHAPTER 5  
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the implementation of CMS which is the process whereby the physical 
specifications created in the previous phases are turned into working computer codes (i.e. 
application) by the programming team.  
There are several sub-phases involved during implementation phases after modeling and 
designing the database, these sub-phases respectively ordered as the following:  
 Sketching initial user interfaces (UI), system components and the whole application 
workflows.  
 Implementing the actual design sub-phase which is the design of user interfaces (UI), 
the structure of the web page and the cascading styles. 
 Coding the application and converting the applicable model into working software 
application able to provide pre-defined requirements and specifications properly. 
 Integrating third-party software applications with the CMS application, in order to 
completely build system with it all features. 
 
5.2 System Design 
System design is the process of defining the architecture, components, modules, interfaces, and 
data for a system to satisfy specified requirements. [33] After specified all requirements 
extreme design relies on test-driven development, which design phase still under users test to 
reach desired design. After well understood of requirements CMS design, after that system 
architecture designed for all CMS components until reaching design of user interfaces that 
frequently changing under users testing. 
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5.2.1 System Architecture 
A system architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and more 
views of a system. [34] A system architecture can comprise system components, the externally 
visible properties of those components, the relationships (e.g. the behavior) between them. It 
can provide a plan from which products can be procured, and systems developed, that will work 
together to implement the overall system.  Figure 5.1 illustrates clinic management System 
Architecture which consist of web application connect to database which stores all input data 
to viewing it in mobile application. Also shown in Figure A1 as a tiers architecture. 
 
5.2.2 Entity Relationship Diagram 
An entity-relationship diagram (ERD) is a graphical representation of an information system 
that shows the relationship between people, objects, places, concepts or events within that 
system. [35] An ERD is a data modeling technique that can help define business processes and 
can be used as the foundation for a relational database. 
  
Figure 5.1:  Figure 5.1 Clinic management System Architecture 
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5.2.2.1 Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD Diagram) 
 
Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is very important. In addition, the first step in designing 
database after understanding requirements well, we designed the ERD that which leads to good 
mapping. 
 
Figure 5.2 Clinic Management System (ERD) 
 
1. Clinic Management System Database Tables 
A database is a data structure that stores organized information, the following database tables 
interrelated by different relations to comprises CMS database. 
Table 5.1 Shows system appointment database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
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Table 5.1 Appointment Database Tables 
Appointment 
Name Data Type Constraints Null able 
Appointment-ID integer(10) PK No 
Appointment-Date date time  No 
Appointment-Time date time  No 
Appointment-Category nvarchar(50)  No 
Appointment-Symptoms nvarchar(50)  No 
Appointment-Diagnosis nvarchar(50)  No 
Appointment-Comment nvarchar(50)  No 
Sp-ID integer(10) Fk (Appointment-Us-ID) No 
Patient-ID Integer(10) FK(User_Hist__Appoi)  
 
 
Table 5.2 Shows system articles database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Table 5.2 Articles Database Tables 
Articles 
Name Data Type Constraints Null able 
ID integer(10) PK No 
Title nvarchar(Max)  No 
Summary nvarchar(Max)  No 
Details Next  No 
IMG nvarchar(50)  No 
Date date time  No 
 
 
Table 5.3 Shows specialist (doctor) database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Table 5.3 Specialist Database Tables 
Specialist 
Name Data Type Constraints Null able 
Sp-ID integer(10) PK No 
Sp-FName nvarchar(50)  No 
Sp-LName nvarchar(50)  No 
Sp-Email nvarchar(50)  No 
Pass nvarchar(Max)  No 
Sp-Gender nvarchar(50)  No 
Sp-DOB Datetime  No 
Sp-Specialization nvarchar(50)  No 
Sp-Phone-No nvarchar(50)  No 
Avatar nvarchar(20)  No 
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Table 5.4 Shows user-history (patient) database table attributes, their types, and attributes 
size. 
Table 5.4 User -History Database Tables 
Patient-History 
Name Data Type Constraints Null able 
Patient-His-ID integer(10) PK No 
Clinical-Summary nvarchar(50)  No 
Investigation nvarchar(50)  No 
Operation-Done nvarchar(50)  No 
Recommendation nvarchar(Max)  No 
Date-Of-Edit datetime  No 
Diagnostic-ID nchar(10) FK(User_Hist__Diagn) No 
Appointment-ID integer(10) FK(User_Hist__Appoi) No 
Diagnostic-Code nchar(10)  No 
Diagnostic-Date nchar(10)  No 
Diagnostic-Description nchar(10)  No 
Diagnostic-Result nchar(10)  No 
 
 
Table 5.5 Shows system questions database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Table 5.5 Questions Database Tables 
Questions 
Name Data Type Constraints Null able 
ID integer(10) PK No 
Question nvarchar(Max)  No 
Answer nvarchar(Max)  No 
Patient ID integer(10)  No 
Specialist ID integer(10)  No 
Inserted Date Datetime  No 
is Answered Bit  No 
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Table 5.6 Shows patient database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Table 5.6 Patient Database Tables 
Patient 
Name Data Type Constraints Nullable 
patient-ID integer(10) PK No 
patient -FName nvarchar(50)  No 
patient -LName nvarchar(50)  No 
patient Email nvarchar(50)  No 
Pass nvarchar(Max)  No 
patient -DOB Datetime  No 
patient -Gender nvarchar(50)  No 
patient -Material State nvarchar(50)  No 
patient -Phone-No nvarchar(50)  No 
patient -Mobile-No nvarchar(50)  No 
City nvarchar(50)  No 
Address nvarchar(50)  N0 
Avatar nvarchar(50)  No 
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5.2.3  Graphical User Interfaces 
This section shows graphical users interfaces (GUI) of CMS , which we much care in designing 
there in web and mobile applications to be a good interfaces ,that allows the users to carry out 
their intended actions efficiently and effectively, without causing too much of a distractions. 
 
5.2.3.1 Clinic Management System Web Application GUI: 
This part shows graphical interfaces to Clinic management web application, which include 
patient user, doctor user and Admin user interfaces as the following. 
1. Website User Interfaces (GUI) Design 

Figure 5.3 shows the website design of the header and the top of the home page: 
 
Figure 5.3 Website Design of Home Page-Header
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Figure 5.4 shows the website design of the footer and the body of the home page: 
 
Figure 5.4 Website Design of Home Page-Footer
 
Figure 5.5 shows Homepage of clinic management system website that enable users (patients 
or doctors) sing up if they have accounts. 
 
Figure 5.5 Patients Sing Up Clinic Management Website 
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Figure 5.6 Doctors Sing Up Clinic Management Website 
 
Figure 5.7 shows Homepage of clinic management system website that enable users (patients 
or doctors) login if they have accounts. 
 
Figure 5.7 Users Login Clinic Management Website


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2. Patient GUI 
 
 Home Page  
Figure 5.8 shows patient homepage, which will appear after login.  
 
Figure 5.8 Patient Home Page 
 

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 Update patient Profile  
Figure 5.9 Shows patient update profile, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.9 Patient update Profile 
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 View Articles 
Figure 5.10 shows patient view articles. 
 
Figure 5.10 View Articles 
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 View Questions 
Figure 5.11 shows patient view questions. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 View Questions 
 
 Ask Questions 
Figure 5.12 shows ask new question, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.12 Ask Questions 
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 View Available Appointment 
Figure 5.13 shows view appointment, which will appear after login. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 View Appointment 
 
 View report  
Figure 5.14 shows view report, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.14 View Report 
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3. Doctor GUI 
 
 Home Page  
Figure 5.15 shows doctor homepage, which will appear after login.  
 
Figure 5.15 Doctor Home Page 
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 Update Doctor Profile  
Figure 5.16 Shows doctor update profile, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.16 Doctor Update Profile

 Add Articles  
Figure 5.17 shows add new articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.17 Doctor Add Articles 
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 View Patients Questions 
Figure 5.18 shows view questions. 
 
Figure 5.18 View Patients Questions 
  
 Answered Patients Questions 
Figure 5.19 shows answered questions, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.19 Answered Questions 
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 Add Available Appointment  
Figure 5.20 shows add appointment, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.20 Add Appointment 
  
 View Patient History 
Figure 5.21 shows patient history, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.21 View Patient History 

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4. Admin GUI  
 
 Manage Articles 
o View Articles 
Figure 5.22 Shows view articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.22 Admin View Articles 
 
o Add Articles 
Figure 5.23 Shows add articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.23 Admin Add Articles 
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o Update Articles 
Figure 5.24 Shows update articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.24 Admin Update Articles 
 
o Delete Articles 
Figure 5.25 Shows delete articles 
 
Figure 5.25 Admin Delete Articles 
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 Manage Users 
o View Users 
Figure 5.26 Shows view users, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.26 Admin View users 
 
o Add New User 
Figure 5.27 Shows add new user by admin user. 
 
Figure 5.27 Admin Add New users 
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o Update User Profile 
Figure 5.28 Shows update user profile by admin user. 
 
Figure 5.28 Admin update users Profile 
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5.2.3.2 Clinic Management System Android Application GUI: 
 
This part shows graphical interfaces to Clinic management mobile application, which include 
patient user, doctor user and Admin user interfaces as the following. 
5. Website User Interfaces (GUI) Design 

Figure 5.29 shows the mobile design of the header and the top of the home page: 
 
Figure 5.29 mobile Design of Home Page-Header 
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Figure 5.30 shows the moblie design of the footer and the body of the home page: 
 
Figure 5.30 mobile Design of Home Page-Footer 
 
Figure 5.31 shows Homepage of clinic management system mobile that enable users (patients 
or doctors) sing up if they have accounts. 
 
Figure 5.31 Patients Sing up Clinic Management mobile app 
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Figure 5.32 Doctors Sing Up Clinic Management mobile app 
 
Figure 5.33 shows Homepage of clinic management system mobile that enable users (patients 
or doctors) login if they have accounts. 
 
Figure 5.33 Users Login Clinic Management mobile
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6. Patient GUI 
 Home Page  
Figure 5.34 shows patient homepage, which will appear after login.  
 
Figure 5.34 Patient Home Page 
 
 Update patient Profile  
Figure 5.35 Shows patient update profile, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.35 Patient update Profile 
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 View Articles 
Figure 5.36 shows patient view articles. 
 
Figure 5.36 View Articles 
 View Questions 
Figure 5.36 shows patient view questions. 
 
Figure 5.36 View Questions 
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 Ask Questions 
Figure 5.37 shows ask new question, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.37 Ask Questions 
 View Available Appointment 
Figure 5.38 shows view appointment, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.38 View Appointment 
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 View report  
Figure 5.39 shows view report, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.39 View Report 
7. Doctor GUI 
 Home Page  
Figure 5.40 shows doctor homepage, which will appear after login.  
 
Figure 5.40 Doctor Home Page 
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 Update Doctor Profile  
Figure 5.41 Shows doctor update profile, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.41 Doctor Update Profile
 Add Articles  
Figure 5.42 shows add new articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.42 Doctor Add Articles 
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 View Patients Questions 
Figure 5.43 shows view questions. 
 
Figure 5.43 View Patients Questions 
 Answered Patients Questions 
Figure 5.44 shows answered questions, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.44 Answered Questions 
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 Add Available Appointment  
Figure 5.45 shows add appointment, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.45 Add Appointment 
 View Patient History 
Figure 5.46 shows patient history, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.46 View Patient History 
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8. Admin GUI  
 Manage Articles 
o View Articles 
Figure 5.47 Shows view articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.47 Admin View Articles 
o Add Articles 
Figure 5.48 Shows add articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.48 Admin Add Articles 
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o Update Articles 
Figure 5.49 Shows update articles, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.49 Admin Update Articles 
o Delete Articles 
Figure 5.50 Shows delete articles 
 
Figure 5.50 Admin Delete Articles 
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 Manage Users 
o View Users 
Figure 5.51 Shows view users, which will appear after login. 
 
Figure 5.51 Admin View users 
 
o Add New User 
Figure 5.52 Shows add new user by admin user. 
 
Figure 5.52 Admin Add New users 
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o Update User Profile 
Figure 5.53 Shows update user profile by admin user. 
 
Figure 5.53 Admin update users Profile 

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5.3  Implementation  
The implementation phase takes the requirements, designs phase product, and implements them 
using appropriate technologies. In the case of validation testing, it is during this phase that test 
cases are completed and automated in preparation for maintenance.  
Typically, extensive testing on the early system versions is also performed during this phase, 
not only to validate the system, but to validate that there are no problems with the test cases 
themselves. A program written based on final design.  
A piece of code is written for every module and checked for the output. We will use the Java 
for Android to develop the software and ASP.NET MVC for developing website. The phases 
must match between the requirements and the output of the application to determine the 
verification for it.  
As mentioned, the implementation language will be Android Java and ASP.NET MVC because 
mostly Android and web applications are written in it. 
 
 Development Tools 
The following tools have been used to develop the system: 
1) ASP.Net MVC: MVC is a framework for building web applications using a MVC 
(Model View Controller) design:  
 The Model represents the application core (for instance a list of database records). 
 The View displays the data (the database records). 
 The Controller handles the input (to the database records).  
The Model is the part of the application that handles the logic for the application data. Often 
model objects retrieve data (and store data) from a database. 
The View is the parts of the application that handles the display of the data. Most often the 
views are created from the model data. 
The Controller is the part of the application that handles user interaction. Typically controllers 
read data from a view, control user input, and send input data to the model. 
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The MVC separation helps you manage complex applications, because you can focus on one 
aspect a time. The MVC separation also simplifies group development. Different developers 
can work on the view, the controller logic, and the business logic in parallel. 
2) Bootstrap: is an open source research originally created by Twitter to enable creation 
of responsive, mobile first web pages? Bootstrap has a standard set of classes that allow 
developers to quickly create applications that scale to devices of all sizes, and 
incorporate common components such as dialog boxes and validation. Bootstrap has 
become a de facto standard for web design. 
We used bootstrap in our research because of it has a pre-defined classes that can be used to 
generate HTML Style without needing web designer. 
3) ADT Bundle Android Development Tools (ADT) is a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that 
is designed to give a powerful, integrated environment in which to build Android 
applications. ADT extends the capabilities of Eclipse to let quickly setup new Android 
research’s, create an application UI, add packages based on the Android Framework 
API, debug applications using the Android SDK tools, developing in Eclipse with ADT 
is highly recommended and is the fastest way to get started. With the guided research 
setup it provides, as well as tools integration, custom XML editors, and debug output 
pane, ADT gives an incredible boost in developing Android applications. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TESTING AND EVALUATION 
 
6.1  Introduction  
This chapter describes and summarizes the testing and the evaluation process of CM system as 
well as it shows what technologies, techniques and levels of testing carried out. “Software 
testing is the process of analyzing a software item to detect the differences between existing 
and required conditions (that is, bugs) and to evaluate the features of the software item” [36]. 
Software testing is a process of verifying and validating that a software application or program 
meets the business and technical requirements that guided its design and development, and 
works as expected. The testing process is the start-to-finish road map to testing to accomplish 
the following purposes [37]. 
 The verification process that confirms that the software meets its technical 
specifications. A “specification” is a description of a function in terms of a measurable 
output value given a specific input value under specific preconditions.  
 The validation process confirms that the software meets the business requirements.  
 The fault detection process that identifies the defects which is a variance between the 
expected and actual result. 
 
6.2  Testing 
“Software testing is more than just error detection; testing software is operation of the software 
under controlled conditions, to (1) verify that it behaves “as specified”; (2) to detect errors, and 
(3) to validate that what has been specified is what the user actually wanted” [38]. 
1. Verification is the checking or testing of items, including software, for conformance 
and consistency by evaluating the results against pre-specified requirements. [Verified: 
Are we building the system right?]. 
2. Error Detection: Testing should intentionally attempt to make things go wrong to 
determine if things happen when they should not or things do not happen when they 
should. 
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3. Validation looks at the system correctness, i.e., the process of checking that has been 
specified is what the user actually wanted. [Validation: Are we building the right 
system?] In other words, validation checks to see if we are building what the customer 
wants/needs, and verification checks to see if we are building that system correctly. 
Both verification and validation are necessary, but are different components of any 
testing activity. 
 
 Purpose of Testing 
“There are two fundamental purposes of testing: verifying procurement specifications and 
managing risk. First, testing is about verifying that what is specified is what is delivered; it 
verifies that the product (system) meets the functional, performance, design, and 
implementation requirements identified in the procurement specifications. Second, testing is 
about managing risk for both the acquiring agency and the system’s 
vendor/developer/integrator. The testing program is used to identify when the work has been 
“completed,” so the contract is closed, the vendor is paid, and the system is shifted by the 
agency into the warranty and maintenance phase of the research.” [39]  
 
 Importance of Testing  
A good testing program is a tool for both the agency and the Integrator/supplier; it typically 
identifies the end of the “development” phase of the research, establishes the criteria for 
research acceptance, and establishes the start of the warranty period [40]. 
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6.2.1 Testing Process Stages 
Clinic management system pass through many stages of testing from unit testing until final 
user acceptance. 
 
1. Unit testing: Individual components of CMS are tested to insure that it work correctly. 
2. Module testing” components testing”: Related collections of dependent components 
are tested (i.e. components that are related to each other tested as one testing process). 
3. Subsystem testing: Modules (components) are divided into set of subsystem, each 
subsystem tested with its components to ensure that the whole components of that 
subsystem work correctly with together. 
4. System testing: CMS tested as a whole system. Integrated CMS subsystems of web 
and mobile applications and their interfaces are tested to meet the functional and non-
functional requirement. 
Figure 6.1 Testing Process Stages [44] 
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5. Acceptance testing: Testing with customer to gather the acceptance the end-user. CMS 
is tested using a real data supplied by the end-users and system performance is 
acceptable. 
 
6.2.2 Checklist System Testing  
This checklist is specifically designed to test the characteristics of our research. Obviously, it 
tests only generic research characteristics not the functionality of the research. For this, a 
separate test approach and test script must be created. Here we create two separated checklists 
for CMS web application and CMS android mobile application. 
CMS Web Application Checklist Testing  
For CMS web application, checklist is split into four different fields:  
1. Functionality: These are characteristics that including links, forms, and data 
verification and validation. 
2. Data Fields: Which describing data integration, data field checks and numeric or 
alphanumeric fields.  
3. Interface and Error Handling: This characteristics are specialize in server, external 
and internal interfaces. 
4. Compatibility and User Interface: This characteristics describing compatibility of 
application with different hardware and software requirements which lead to descript 
suite criteria’s of user interface and its components such as colors ,images ,fonts 
,content ,instructions and usability. 
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1. Functionality Checks 
Table 6.1 Web App Functionality Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
1.1 Does the link takes you to the page it said it would? Y 
1.2 Is there pages that have no links to it? N 
1.3 Are all referenced web App pages or email addresses hyperlinked? Y 
1.4 Does the web App accept of invalid input? N 
1.5 Does the web App contains optional and mandatory fields? Y 
1.6 Does web App fields allow input more than allowed? N 
1.7 Default values on page load and terms and conditions enabled Y 
1.8 Does a scrollbar appear if required? Y 
1.9 Is the Privacy Policy clearly defined and available for user access? N 
1.10 
The web App work normally (show errors) when entering invalid 
data. 
Y 
1.11 If user delete cookies, the web App open in normal way. N 
 
 
2. Data Fields Checks 
Table 6.2 Web App Data Fields Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
2.1 
All fields lengths truly as designed and no accepting of truncated 
characters? 
Y 
2.2 
Does entered data is saved to the database and value gets saved 
fully to the database. (i.e.) Beware of truncation (of strings) and 
rounding of numeric values. 
Y 
2.3 
Does numbers of days & months validated & do not cause 
errors/miscalculations? 
Y 
2.4 Does Lowest and highest values are handled correctly? N/A 
2.5 Does numeric fields with a blank in position are processed? N 
2.6 
Does system handling correctly with invalid characters & symbols 
by error messaging? 
Y 
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3. Interface and Error Handling Checks 
Table 6.3 Web App Interface and Error Handling Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
3.1 
Verify that communication is done correctly, web server 
application server, application server database server and vice 
versa 
Y 
3.2 Compatibility of server software, hardware, network connections Y 
3.3 Have all supported browsers been tested? Y 
3.4 
Have all error conditions related to external interfaces been tested 
when external application is unavailable or server inaccessible? 
N/A 
3.5 
If the web App uses plug-ins, can the web app still be used without 
them? 
Y 
3.6 Can users use copy/paste functionality? Y 
3.7 
Does copy/paste functionality allowed in password /CVV /credit 
card no field? 
N 
3.8 
If the system does crash, are the re-start and recovery mechanisms 
efficient and reliable? 
N/A 
3.9 If we leave the web App in the middle of a task does it cancel? Y 
3.10 If we lose our Internet connection does the transaction cancel? Y 
3.11 Does our solution handle browser crashes? Y 
3.12 
Does our solution handle network failures between Web site and 
application servers? 
Y 
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4. Compatibility and User Interface Checks 
Table 6.4 Web App Compatibility and User Interface Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
4.1 Is the ASP.Net MVC version being used compatible with 
appropriate browser versions?  
Y 
4.2 Do images display correctly with browsers under test? Y 
4.3 Verify the fonts are usable on any of the browsers Y 
4.4 Is JavaScript Code/Scripts usable by the browsers under test? Y 
4.5 Does the web App load quickly enough in the viewer's browser 
within 8 Seconds? 
Y 
4.6 Are the field backgrounds the correct color? Y 
4.7 Are the field prompts the correct color? Y 
4.8 Are the screen and field colors adjusted correctly for non-editable 
mode? 
Y 
4.9 Does the web App use (approximately) standard link colors? Y 
4.10 Are all the buttons are in standard format and size? Y 
4.11 Is the general screen background the correct color? Y 
4.12 Is the page background (color) distraction free? Y 
4.13 Are all the screen prompts specified in the correct screen font? Y 
4.14 Is all text properly aligned? Y 
4.15 Are all graphics properly aligned? Y 
4.16 Are graphics being used the most efficient use of file size? Y 
4.17 Are graphics optimized for quick downloads? Y 
4.18 Are command buttons has similar size and shape, and same font & 
font size? 
Y 
4.19 Does Banner style & size & display exact same as existing 
windows? 
Y 
4.20 Does text wrap properly around pictures/graphics? Y 
4.21 Is it visually consistent even without graphics? Y 
4.22 Is all the error message text spelt correctly on this screen? Y 
4.23 Is there Micro help text(i.e. tool tip) for every enabled field & 
button 
N 
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4.24 Can all screens accessible via buttons on this screen be accessed 
correctly? 
Y 
4.25 Does a scrollbar appear if required? Y 
4.26 Does the Tab Order specified on the screen go in sequence from 
Top Left to bottom right? This is the default unless otherwise 
specified.  
Y 
4.27 Is there a link to home on every single page? Y 
4.28 On open of tab focus will be on first editable field Y 
4.29 When an error message occurs does the focus return to the field in 
error when the user cancels it? 
Y 
4.30 Are fonts clear to read? Y 
4.31 Are names in command button & option box names are not 
abbreviations 
Y 
4.32 Can the typical user run the system without frustration? Y 
4.33 Do pages print legibly without cutting off text? Y 
4.34 Does the site convey a clear sense of its intended audience? Y 
4.35 Does the site look good on 640 x 480, 600x800 etc.? Y 
4.36 Does the site have a consistent, clearly recognizable "look-&-
feel"? 
Y 
4.37 Does User cab Login Member Area with both Username/Email 
ID? 
Y 
4.38 Does the system provide or facilitate customer service? I.e. 
responsive, helpful, accurate? 
Y 
4.39 Is all terminology understandable for all of the site’s intended 
users? 
Y 
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CMS Mobile Application Checklist Testing  
The mobile checklist is Split into Four Different Fields:  
1. Device specific characteristics: These are characteristics that are related to the device 
on which the app is installed. 
2. Network specific checks. 
3. App checks: These are things to check that have to do with functionality that is 
frequently used in an app.  
4. App user interface checks. 
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1. Device Specific Checks 
Table 6.5 Android App Device Specific Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
1.1 Does the app behave as designed/desired if there is an incoming 
call? 
Y 
1.2 Does the app behave as designed/desired if there is an incoming 
SMS? 
Y 
1.3 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the charger is 
connected? 
Y 
1.4 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the charger is 
disconnected? 
Y 
1.5 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the device resumes 
from sleeping mode 
Y 
1.6 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the device resumes 
from lock screen?  
Y 
1.7 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the device is tilted? Y 
1.8 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the device is shaken? N/A 
1.9 Does the app behave as designed/desired if a local message is 
coming from another app (think of: calendar reminders, to-do task 
etc.). 
Y 
1.10 Does the app behave as designed/desired if a push message is 
coming from another app (think of: twitter mentions, WhatsApp 
message, word feud invitation, etc.). 
Y 
1.11 Is the functionality of all the buttons or keys on the device defined 
for this app? 
Y 
1.12 Verify that buttons or keys which have no defined function have 
no unexpected behavior on the app when activating. 
Y 
1.13 In case there is a true “back” button available on the device, does 
the “back” button take the user to the previous screen? 
Y 
1.14 In case there is a true “menu” button available on the device, does 
the menu button show the app’s menu?  
N 
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1.15 In case there is a true “home” button available on the device, does 
the home button get the user back to the home screen of the 
device?  
Y 
1.16 In case there is a true “search” button available on the device, does 
this get the user to some form of search within the app? 
Y 
1.17 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the “Battery low” 
message is pushed  
N/A 
1.18 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the sound on the 
device is turned off?  
Y 
1.19 Does the app behave as designed/desired if the device is in 
airplane mode?  
N 
1.20 Can the app be re-installed from the device?  Y 
1.21 Does the application function as expected after reinstallation? Y 
1.22 Can the app be found in the app store? (Check after go-live) N 
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2. Network Specific Checks 
Table 6.6 Android App Network Specific Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
2.1 Does the app behave according to specification if # connected to the 
internet through Wi-Fi? 
Y 
2.2 Does the app behave according to specification if connected to the 
internet through 3G? 
N/A 
2.3 Does the app behave according to specification if connected to the 
internet through 2G? 
N/A 
2.4 Does the app behave according to specification of the app is out of 
network reach? 
N/A 
2.5 Does the app resume working when it gets back into network reach 
from outside reach of the network? 
N/A 
2.6 Update transactions are processed correctly after reestablishing 
connection. 
N 
2.7 What happens if the app switches between networks (Wi-Fi, 3G, 
2G) 
N/A 
2.9 Does the app use standard network ports (Mail: 25, 143, 465, 993 
or 995 HTTP: 80 or 443 SFTP: 22) to connect to remote services, 
as some providers block certain ports. 
Y 
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3. App Specific Checks 
Table 6.7 Android App Specific Checks 
# Description YES/NO? 
3.1 Has the app been tested on different type of devices and different 
versions of Android OS? 
Y 
3.2 Stability check: if the app has a list (for instance of pictures) in it, 
try scrolling through it at high speed. 
Y 
3.3 Stability check: if the app has a list (for instance of pictures) in it, 
try scrolling to before the first picture or behind the last picture. 
Y 
3.4 Is downloading of the app prevented in case it’s bigger than the OS 
allows downloading when connected to cellular networks? 
Y 
3.5 Integration: does the app connect correctly to the different social 
networks (LinkedIn, twitter, Facebook, etc.).  
Y 
3.6 The app does not interfere with other apps when in 
background/multitasking mode (using GPS, playing music, etc.).  
N 
3.7 Can the user print from the app (if applicable) N 
3.8 The search option in the app displays relevant results Y 
3.9 Verify most common gestures used to control the app. N 
3.10 Does the app limit or clean the amount of cached data. N 
3.14 Does the app go to sleep mode when running in the background 
(prevent battery drain) 
Y 
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4. App User Interface Checks  
This checklist is based on the recommendations of Apple and some other experts. This checklist 
is not a substitute for a usability test, to get a good feeling of the user experience of an app a 
user experience test is always the most reliable method.  
Table 6.8 Android App User Interface Checks  
# Description YES/NO? 
4.1 To keep controls as unobtrusive as possible for instance by fading 
them out if they are not used for a while. 
Y 
4.2 Make it possible for users to go back to a previous screen for 
instance by adding a back or cancel button 
Y 
4.3 The main function of the app should be apparent immediately. It 
should speak for itself. 
Y 
4.4 Minimize user actions by using a picker or a table view where users 
can select a certain choice over a data entry field where users have 
to type a choice 
Y 
4.6 In an app, the user should not be able to store files locally, outside 
the app sandbox. 
Y 
4.7 In an app, the user should not be exposed to the permissions of a 
specific file 
Y 
4.8 If there is a long list of data to scroll through, provide a search 
option above the list. 
N 
4.9 If performance is slow, indicate a progress status icon 
(“Loading…”), preferably with specific message. 
Y 
4.10 The appearance of buttons that perform standard actions are not 
altered in the app (for instance: refresh, organize, trash, Reply, back, 
etc.) 
Y 
4.11 Do not use standard buttons for other functions then that they are 
normally used for 
N  
4.12 The app should respond to all changes in device orientation, as per 
the design 
Y 
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4.13 Do not redefine gestures in your app that have a standard meaning 
(example: swiping from top to bottom enables the notification 
center) 
N  
4.14 Requirement to login is delayed in the app as long as possible N 
4.15 If the app is stopped at an unexpected time, user data should be 
saved locally and available at start-up. 
N 
4.16 Users should be warned of the consequences of deleting a document Y 
4.17 Keyboard adjusts to expected input (for instance numbers/letters 
when expected). 
Y 
4.18 Are inactive buttons clearly distinguished from active buttons?  Y 
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6.2.3 Android Application Automated Testing  
Android testing is based on JUnit. Testing for Android can be classified into tests which require 
only the JVM and tests which require the Android system. 
 
 Robotium framework  
Robotium is an open source automation testing framework that is used to write a robust and 
powerful black box for Android applications (the emphasis is mostly on black box test cases). 
It fully supports testing for native and hybrid applications. Native apps are live on the device 
that is, designed for a specific platform. Mostly used to automate UI test cases and internally 
uses run-time binding to Graphical User Interface (GUI) components. 
The test cases written using Robotium can either be executed on the Android Emulator 
(Android Virtual Device (AVD)) 
 
The features and benefits of Robotium are as follows 
 Robotium helps us to quickly write powerful test cases with minimal knowledge of the 
application under test. 
 Robotium offers APIs to directly interact with UI controls within the Android 
application such as Edit Text, Text View, and Button. 
 The test application research and the application research run on the same JVM, that is, 
Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM). 
 Robotium supports Android features such as activities, menu, and context menu. 
 Robotium automated tests can be implemented quickly. Robotium is built on JUnit, 
because of which it inherits all JUnit's features. The Robotium framework automatically 
handles multiple activities in an Android application. 
 Robotium test cases are prominently readable, in comparison to standard 
instrumentation tests. 
 Scrolling activity is automatically handled by the Robotium framework. 
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Figure 6.2 Automated Testing Using Robotium [41] 
 
 Documented Test Results  
After complete the test cases using Robotium framework, we conclude that the functions of 
our research work correctly, without errors, efficiency and meets the expectations of the users, 
as shown in the Figure A2. 
 Devices  
The application is compatible with all Android devises with different screen sizes. 
 Functionality testing 
 All functions in the application, database connection, and forms used to getting information 
from web App were tested. 
 All Buttons check 
All buttons that execute actions were checked in the application. 
 All input type check 
When inputting data via the application, the keyboard type appears depending upon the data 
type in the input element (numbers, text, email, etc.) 
 All activity check 
Activities are the integral part of any Android application. They are used to get information to 
encourage interaction among users and contacts. 
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 Database Testing  
Data consistency is very important in web application. Data integrity and errors while editing, 
deleting, modifying the forms or completing any DB related functionality were checked. All 
the database queries were checked for correct execution, correct data retrieval, and accurate 
updates. 
 Content Checking  
Content should be logical and easy to understand. The spelling errors were checked and 
corrected. Content should be meaningful. Places and sizes of the images and icons were 
checked. 
 OS compatibility  
Our application is compatible with only one OS which is Android OS. The application was 
tested on it. 
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6.2.4 Web Application Automated Testing  
Web testing is focuses on web applications. Complete testing of a web-based system before 
going live can help address issues before the system is revealed to the public. These issues such 
as the security of the web application, operating System compatibility and windows application 
compatibility where required as well as readiness for expected traffic and number of users and 
the ability to survive a massive spike in user traffic, both of which are related to load testing. 
 Documented Test Results 
 
o Browser compatibility  
The web App is compatible with all main browser software’s tested on it i.e. Internet Explorer, 
Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Safari. 
o Content Checking 
Content should be logical and easy to understand. The spelling errors were checked and 
corrected. Content should be meaningful. Places and sizes of the images and icons were 
checked. 
o Operating System compatibility 
The web App is compatible with all main operating systems such as windows OS and MAC 
OS. 
o Functionality testing 
All functions in the application, database connection, and forms used to getting information 
from web App were tested. 
o Database Testing 
Data consistency is very important in web application. Data integrity and errors while editing, 
deleting, modifying the forms or completing any DB related functionality were checked. All 
the database queries were checked for correct execution, correct data retrieval, and accurate 
updates. 
o All activity check 
Activities are the integral part of any Android application. They are used to get information to 
encourage interaction among users and contacts. 
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6.3 Maintenance 
 “Application maintenance is automated in this system for the purpose of correcting faults, 
improving performance or adapting the system to a new environment. The programmatically 
implemented software module is tested for the correct output. Bugs and errors are removed at 
this phase. In the process of testing, a series of tests and test cases are performed to check the 
module for bugs, faults, and other errors. Erroneous codes are written and tested again until 
desired output is achieved. The system can be maintained when needed or required as such: (1) 
A new functionality is added. (2) The software models change. (3) Software must be updated 
to run on improved hardware or with improved software.” [42] 
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6.4  Evaluation  
 
6.4.1 Technical Evaluation  
The technical evaluation of CMS is a testing process that evaluates the percentage success level 
of the system that is gained by the evaluator of the system. Eng. Mohammad Kalloub from 
Maddar Company evaluated the CMS on development environment of the system. Table 7.4 
shows the percentage level of success of each parameter. 
Table 6.9 Technical Evaluation 
# Parameter Description 
0-
25% 
25-
50% 
50-
75% 
75-
100% 
1 
Browser 
Compatibility 
Application performance on a variety 
of browser types and configurations. 
   √ 
2 
Functional 
Correctness 
Application functions correctly 
including validating links, 
calculations, displays of information, 
and navigation. 
   √ 
3 Integration 
The integration between browsers and 
servers, applications and data, and 
hardware and software. 
  √  
4 Usability 
The overall usability of a web page or 
a web application, including 
appearance, clarity, and navigation 
  √  
5 Security 
The adequacy and correctness of 
security controls, including access 
control and authorizations. 
  √  
6 Performance 
The performance of the web 
application under load. 
  √  
7 
Verification of 
code 
The Validation of the code used in 
building the web application) has been 
used in a correct manner. 
   √ 
8 Easy to use 
The application is easy to use and User 
Interfaces (UI) are user friendly 
  √  
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9 E-mail functions 
Email services Functioning as well as 
it should 
  √  
10 File downloads 
Ability of uploading and downloading 
attachments and files 
  √  
11 
Authorization 
levels 
Ability of the application to restrict 
certain transactions only to those users 
who have a certain level of 
authorization 
   √ 
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6.4.2 End-User Evaluation  
The CMS has been deployed for a short period of time in order to test the functionality of real 
time features if it work as it should and in order to gain an online evaluation and ratings form 
random users to get an evaluation of end-users of the CMS. The deployment of CMS was for 
one week from 21, February to 27 February 2015. Table 7.5 shows the average of 39 user who 
rated the system during the period of time and the data statistics in the web App shows average 
of the acceptance of the system from end-user perspective. 
Table 6.10 End-User Evaluation 
# Description 0-
25% 
25-
50% 
50-
75% 
75-
100% 
1 CMS can be used via PC, Laptops, Tablets, and 
Smartphones without problems? 
   √ 
2 CMS support collaborative work and facilitate 
research management for software research? 
   √ 
3 Software methodologies supported by CMS 
implemented correctly and work, as it should? 
  √  
4 CMS has significant impact in software research that 
developed using DSRM? 
  √  
5 CMS provides effective dashboard and it designed to 
fit software research and its methodologies? 
  √  
6 CMS web application can enough and no need for 
mobile application? 
 √   
7 CMS needs user-manual, guidelines or tutorial for 
understanding the system? 
  √  
8 CMS is worth well and its product deserve to use or 
to try for a once? 
   √ 
 
The complete evolution process was technical, end-user and case research evaluation in local 
software house, due to time pressure the evolution case research in local software house will 
be applied in the near future to gain a real evaluation form software house who adopt DSRM 
in software development.  
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The evaluation of local software house is very important to ensure that the CMS applicable and 
locally worth well to work in Palestine before deploy it to serve world-wide demands. 
 
6.5 Conclusion  
Testing software application determines the success of implemented methods and code-line to 
ensure that application is error-free as much as possible and works properly without error or 
bugs. The process of testing phase in CMS system addressed two levels of testing unit-testing 
and integration-testing that detect faults and verify the code-lines is syntax error-free, also 
testing the integration of the whole system pieces when it putted together. 
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS 
 
7.1  Introduction 
The final chapter summarizes the concluded results that has been reached form requirement 
gathering, analysis, modeling, implementation, integration, testing and deployment of the CMS 
and provides recommendations for the next development activities to the developers of system. 
Also describes the supposed features of the system’s current release and what is in the next 
release plan aims to provide from three concerns, the usage of web application aspect, technical 
issues and form the software engineering principles. 
 
7.2 Research Challenges 
 
 Some difficulties faced in traditional thinking of depending on traditional managing in 
clinic or queries departments as the only way to reach doctors. 
 Lack of modern Wi-Fi internet access make difficulties to provide more benefits 
depending on internet connection anywhere. 
 Continued changing and volatility of user’s requirements make some problems. 
 Privacy issues make some confusion for many doctors that want their contacts 
information secure and patient that want their Medical history records secure and 
available. 
 Some difficulties of continually updating information due to electricity outage. 
 
7.3 Future Works 
7.3.1 Usability Future Perspective: 
 Adding the English language to the system to enhance the accessibility of worldwide 
users. 
 Providing Notification using GSM modem. 
 Providing a clear well-defined usage policy to inform users of what is allowed and what 
is not. 
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7.3.2 Technical Future Perspective: 
 Developing mobile applications on windows phone and iOS platforms that help users 
to stay notified and facilitate tracking research progress. 
 Adding additional features to premium users such as cloud-based storage for patient 
and doctor data, and online paying feature that enables research manager or sponsor to 
pay for users who are working in the research. 
 Adding more Healthcare services such as including Women's health, Children's health, 
Child development, Eating Disorders, Treatment of hypertension etc. 
 
7.4 Conclusion 
Clinics has suffering with patients relations which also patients need to fast communicate with 
desired doctors , clinic management system provide optimal solution for this problems by using 
modern mobile and web technologies that provide fastest and reliable reach. 
Finally, clinic management system has been developed to facilities all treatments between 
doctors and patients, which encourage many users to join in this system as the first choice. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Explanation some points in documentation 
Appendix B: Questionnaire of evaluation CM System 
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Appendix A: Explanation some points in documentation 
 
 
Figure A1 CMS Architecture 
 
Figure A2 CMS Mobile Application Testing  
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 SMC fo eriannoitseuQ noitaulavE :B xidneppA
 
 metsyS tnemeganaM cinilC  استبيانه تقييم لنظام
SMC
.
 وتفضلو بقبول فائق التقدير و الاحترام
 
 الطلاب :
 صالح كمال يوسف أبو شمالة
 رانيا ناجي عبد الكريم العكلوك
 حسن فايق عصفور
 سماح عودة أبو صهيبان
 هبة عبد المجيد شتات
 
 إشراف الدكتور الفاضل:
 علاء الدين حسين المبحوح
 
 جامعة فلسطين
 5102-4102
 
 841
 
 metsyS tnemeganaM cinilCم لنظام استبيانه تقيي
 
 :تنقسم هذه الاستبانة الى قسمين
 
 ول يهتم بمعلومات خاصة بالمؤسسةالقسم الأ
 
  : العيادةطبيعة  .1
 غير ذلك    خاصة    حكومية   أهلية  
 : واعتماد استخدام الحاسوب العيادةخبرة  .2
  سنوات  3أكثر من    سنوات 3أقل من    لا يوجد  
 : في الترويج عنها العيادةخدم تست .3
 لا يوجد    وسائل الإعلام    الأنترنت    النظام الورقي  
 
 : SMC  القسم الثاني حول استخدام نظام
 : بعد قرائتك للخيارات ضع دائرة حول الرقم المناسب لرأيك
 تعني موافق بشدة 5الدائرة حول الرقم  
 تعني موافق 4الدائرة حول الرقم  
 تعني محايد 3ة حول الرقم الدائر 
 غير موافق2الدائرة حول الرقم  
 غير موافق بشدة1الدائرة حول الرقم  
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 SMCتهدف هذه المجموعة لمعرفة وجهة نظرك تجاه الفائدة من استخدام نظام 
 5 4 3 2 1 يساعد على التفاعل مع المواطنين SMCهل نظام  1
 5 4 3 2 1 يساعد على زيادة الانتاجية SMCهل نظام  2
 5 4 3 2 1 يروج للمؤسسة بشكل أفضلSMC هل نظام  3
 5 4 3 2 1 يساعد الموظفين بانجاز المهام SMC هل نظام  4
 SMCتهدف هذه المجموعة لمعرفة وجهة نظرك تجاه سهولة استخدم النظام 
 5 4 3 2 1 سهل الاستخدام SMCنظام  5
 5 4 3 2 1 واضح و مفهوم SMCنطام  6
 5 4 3 2 1 سهل و بسيط SMCراك بنظام الأشت 7
 5 4 3 2 1 SMCمن السهل المهارة في أستخدام نظام  8
 SMC  تهدف هذه المجموعة لمعرفة وجهة نظرك تجاه سهولة تعلم استخدام النظام
 5 4 3 2 1 سهل و بسيط SMC تعلم استخدام نظام  9
 5 4 3 2 1 بسهولة SMCتذكر خطوات استخدام نظام   01
 5 4 3 2 1 يحتاج لتسهل استخدامه SMC نظام  11
 SMC   تهدف هذه المجموعة من الاسئلة لنعرفة الاكتفاء و الرضا لديك اتجاه نظام
 5 4 3 2 1 كافية SMCالخدمة التي يقدمها نظام  21
 5 4 3 2 1 رائع و مجدي SMC نظام  31
 5 4 3 2 1 بشكل الذي اريده SMCيعمل نظام  41
 5 4 3 2 1 SMC  باستخدام نظاماوصي  51
 
 
 ::::::::::::: ا كرا لحسن تعاونكم معنش  :::::::::::
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Questioner Results 
After distribution of CMS Questionnaire to different Clinics in Gaza as UN clinic in Rafah, 
Gaza diagnostic Clinics, and External Clinics - European Gaza Hospital, we pleaser extent of 
approval and encouraging for this system, many Clinics describe CM System as solution of 
customers resentment with treatments with long and unknown reaching Clinics manage, also 
some of them says that they want to use this system as promotion way for their Clinics. Figure 
A3 shows questionnaire results of questioned Clinics which explain numbers of Clinics choices 
of questioner options, Figure A4 shows how extent of acceptance of CM System. 
 
 
Figure A3 CMS Questioner Result 
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Figure A4 CMS Acceptance Percentage  
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